When you receive your copy, you'll understand why so many persons seeking peace of mind today are turning to the special form of
yoga taught in this book. There are no torturesome exercises, no
mind-straining meditation, no far-off mysticism, and no obscure
philosophy. II is simple, safe. and sound; anyone can learn and
practice it. And no wonder-the book is written by the world's
leading exponent of this form of yoga, His Divine Grace A. C.
Bhaktivedanta Swami Prabhupiida, founder and director of the
Kr$!)a consciousness movement.

RESULTS YOU CAN EXPECT
As you begin to apply the book's clearly-described principles to your
life, you 'II quickly experience a new realm of mental poise and inner
happiness-even amidst the most trying circumstances. This is what
many well-known educators, politicians, actors, and artists are finding. You 'II worry less and enjoy more. Your power of concentration,
memory, understanding, and creativity will improve. You'll work
more energetically, confidently, and efficiently, as well as relate better to people. And you'll succeed more easily at whatever you're trying to achieve. At night you'll fall asleep immediately, and in the
morning you'll awaken thoroughly refreshed-with even fewer
hours of sleep than you normally need. But best of an. you'll be
detached and unshaken by life's many stresses and tensions, simply
because you'll grow to identify yourself with your eternal, knowledgeable, blissful soul within-instead of with your finite bodY,
mind, and intellect. Consequently, you'll understand the real purpose of your life and your unique role in creation.

"THE PERFECTION OF YOGA is the most useful for anyone wish·
ing to understand the meaning of yoga.... It ... has a direct personal meaning for all. ... "

SPECIAL BONUS
When we receive your order, we 'II send you FREE our new colorful
sixteen-page book catalog. It's filled with an astonishing selection of
books on yoga, philosophy, religion, psychology. and culture. These
best-selling masterpieces represent the cream of India's great
classics ... and they are all translated with consummate scholarship
and matchless wisdom by His Divine Grace A. C. Bhaktivedanta
Swami Prabhupada (If you wish, you may order this free catalog
without ordering the book.)

WIDELY ACCLAIMED
PERFECTION OF YOGA. containing eight extraordinary color
prints, has won acclaim from discriminating persons around the
world. Dr. Frank Ledworth of the University of St. Andrews says.

do you have

PEA CE

oj M I N Dl

If not, this amazing book will show you-as it's shown

over one million readers -how to easily acquire it.

This book is now
yours for only 95¢.
So don't miss out
o n this exce ptional
value. While you're '
thinking of it, .fill in
the order form now
(see inside back cover
no. 406) and mail it
to us today. Your peace
of mind is just a few
days away!

Chant and be1tappy ...

Mrs. Sally Raleigh, merchand iser: "When I'm
nervous I find chanting very calming. I don't get
shaken up at little things."

Bruce Kleinberg, executive
secretary: "Chanting helps you
see things in perspective. My outlook is a lot brighter."

Jane Lahner, jewelry designer,
with son Jason: "Chanting makes
me more perceptive, more in harmony with everything and everyone around me."

Dr. Donald A. Tuck, associate
professor, Western Kentucky University: "I've noticed that as
chanters progress from level to
deeper level, they become more
realistic, more tolerant."

Mrs. Grace Acquistapace, housewife: " I'm more openminded. Chanting has opened my eyes to things I
never noticed. It's like beautiful
music-a very peaceful feeling, very
satisfying."

Hare Krishna
Hare Krishna
Krishna Krishna
Hare Hare
HareRama
HareRama
RamaRama
Hare Hare

~one can chant the Hare

Kf$r:Ja (Huh-ray Krish-na)
mantra, anytime, anywhere. The
main thing is to listen closely to
the sound. Whether you sing it or
say it, alone or with others, the
Hare Kf$r:Ja chant brings about
joyful spiritual awareness.

Paul Bleier, printing executive: "When
there's pressure, I chant. It's the one thing
that charges my batteries. It clears my
mind and brings me back in focus."

Stephen Farmer, health food store
owner: "If I start my day on a spiritual note
by chanting Hare Krishna, I can make it
through the day in a pleasant mood."

Chanting can work for everyone,
and there's no fee or initiation.
If you'd like to meet other people
who chant, visit any of the more
than 120 centers worldwide
(l ike the one in Geneva,
Switzerland, pictured at left).
See last page for addresses.
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September, 1965, Srila Prabhupada arrived in the United
States. In July, 1966, in a storefront in New York City, he began the International Society for Krishna Consciousness. And
from those beginning days, BACK TO GODHEAD has been
an integral part of ISKCON.
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words, "an instrument for training the mind and educating
human nature to rise up to the plane of the soul spirit."
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I. By cultivating a bona fide spiritual science. we can be
free from anxiety and achieve pure. ending. blissful eon·
sciousncss in this lifetime.
2. We are not our bodies but eternal spirit souls. puts
and parcels of God (Kf$Qal.
J. Kr~~a ist heeternal . all-knowing. omnipresent. all·
powerful. and all-attractive Personality ofGodhead. the
sustaining energy of the entire cosmic creation, and the
seed-giving father of all living beings.
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scriptures, particularly the ancient Vedic literatures.
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Plain and Simple
(Toward a More Natural Way of Living)
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I n one advertisement by a farm machinery manufacturer,
we see a giant, modern tractor , replete wi th wraparound
windshield, radio, air condi tioning, and padded dash. What
we don 't see are thousands of people out of work, and
thousands now heading "back to the land."

Notes from Northern Ireland
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A former civil rights worker visited Belfast and other striferidden cities. He saw some amazing scenes and met "all
kinds of people, some from the Ulster Defense Army,
others from the I.R .A., still others from the peace movement, and occasionally a few from the bomb squad."

Life in the Villages ...
the Way It's Always Been
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"Village life, as lived in present-day I ndia," the L os
Angeles Herald-Examiner noted recently, "could be the
fate of our entire Western civilization." This pictorial (shot
in West Bengal and Uttar Pradesh) raises a question:
should the newspaper have said "fate" or " good fortune"?
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Srimad-Bhagavatam
The continuing presentation of I ndia's great spi ritual classic.
Translation and commentary
by H is Divine Grace A. C. Bhaktivedanta Swami Prabhupada.

ON THE COVER
" I used to really be into city living. I never would have thought
of living in a place like I his," saysGal)endra dasa. "Anyway,
my brother is a devotee. too, and he told me about spiritual life
and chanting Hare K f$1)3. ! liked what he was saying, but what
really auracted m e was the chanting. I'd never felt so much
bliss as when a lot of people were chanting Hare K r~IJa
togelhe r. So after a while my wife Dvijapriyii and I decided to
come here to New Vrindavan {near Moundsville, West
Virginia] and raise our son Partha-sarathi; he' s fou r now.
Another thing: Lord Kr~t:~a took care of cows, so when you do
the same you naturally remember Him. That way things can be
plain and simple-you're always in a good mood."

People ask this question every day, about
everyday things. But when it comes to things cosmic,
should we ask "Who" -or "What"?
The Caracas Metaphysical Society interviews
His Divine Grace A C. Bhaktivedanta Swami Prabhupada.

WHO'S THE BRAINS
BEHIND THIS OPERATION!
Srila Prabhupiida: Now let us discuss
this: What is "limited" -and what is
"unlimited"?
Metaphysical Society: This material
world is a combination of many different
elements-intelligence, mind, so on
and so forth-and in the center of all
this is the essence, which is eternal.
And this eternal thing cannot have any
name or any form, because then it
would be limited. And that would be a
contradiction.
Srila Prabhupiida: No. This material
world is temporary, but spirit is eternalthat is clear understanding. The material
elements are earth, water, fire, air, sky,
mind, intelligence, and ego; and the
spiritual element is utilizing these material elements. That is the distinction
between matter and spirit.
For example, this microphone is a
combination of earth, water, air, and
fire, but a living being had to combine
the material elements into this microphone-the combination of material elements was done by some living entity.
Now, exactly like the microphone, the
whole cosmic manifestation is a combination of material elements, and there
is one living being-the supreme
being-who has combined them. This is
how the universe is working. Is that
admitted?
Metaphysical Society: Yes.
Srila Prabhupiida: So that is the difference between "limited" and "unlimited." You and I are living beings, and
we can create something limited, like
this microphone or big airplanes. But
there is another living being who has created innumerable planets that are floating in the air. Is it not so? We have taken
the credit for becoming big scientists and
creating the 747 airship, which can carry
five hundred passengers. But how many
have we created? Maybe several
hundred or several thousand. But there
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are millions and trillions of planets floating in the air, just like the 747s, and
those planets contain many big mountains and oceans. So we can create
limited things with our limited brains,
but the supreme being can create unlimited things because He has an unlimited brain.
Metaphysical Society: Are you suggesting that God has a brain?
Srila Prabhupada: Yes. And as soon as
we understand that He has a brain, we
know that He is a person. Therefore,
God is a person, ultimately. Just as the
government is impersonal, but the president is a person, similarly the energies
working the cosmic manifestation are all
impersonal, but the brain behind them is
personal. That is the distinction between
person and "imperson."
Metaphysical Society: You said that
God is a person, ultimately. What do you
mean, "ultimately"?
Srila Prabhupada: As I explained, in
one sense the government is impersonal,
but ultimately the president is a person.
The government is going on under the
order of the president. Therefore, the
impersonal government is not as important as the personal president.
Another example: the sun, the sunshine, and the sun-god. The sunshine is
impersonal, the sun globe is localized,
and within the sun globe is the sun-god.
So in one sense they are all one-they all
manifest heat and light. But the sunshine
is different from the sun globe and the
sun-god. There is sunshine in this room,
but that does not mean the sun globe is
here. And the sun-god controls the sun
globe. Therefore, the sunshine, the sun
globe, and the sun-god are simultaneously one and different. Is it clear?
Any question about this?
Metaphysical Society: Why do you say
that God is more important than His
energy?

Srila Prabhupiida: It is common sense.
The sunshine is universally spread, and
the sun globe situated in one place is the
source of that sunshine. So which is
more important-the sun globe or the
sunshine? This lamp is situated in one
place, and the illumination is spread
throughout the room. What is more important-the illumination or the lamp?
The fire is localized in one place, and the
fire's light and heat are expanded for
many feet. So which is more importantthe fire or the heat and light? Similarly,
God is a person (though He is not a person like you or me), and He expands His
energy just as a fire expands heat and
light. Whatever we see is the expansion
of God's energy.
The situation is just like that of a big
businessman and his factories. The man
is a person, but he is conducting hundreds of factories over a large area. Are
the factories more important, or is the
man more important? If an ordinary person in this material world can become so
important, you can just imagine how important a person God is, considering the
unlimited expansion of this material
world.
So the person is ultimately the most
important. The impersonal feature is
there-just like the impersonal feature
of sunshine- but the sun globe is more
important than the sunshine, and within
the sun globe is the sun-god, who is the
most important. So which do you think is
the most important-the sun-god, the
sun globe, or the sunshine? What is your
idea?
Metaphysical Society: All of them are
important.
Srila Prabhupada: All of them. That's
all right. But comparatively, since the
sun-god is the source of all heat and light,
he is the most important. Similarly, God
is expanding His energy throughout all
the universes. God is the energetic. ComIllustration: Parik$it dasa

paratively, although in one sense there is
no difference between the energy and
the energetic, the energetic is more important than the energy. So God and His
energy are simultaneously one and different. That is our philosophy.
Metaphysical Society: You said that
God expands Himself. But this implies
that God modifies or changes Himself.
Srila Prabhupiida: No. God can expand
Himself unlimitedly, and still He
remains as He is. That is the meaning of
"unlimited. " You may have a hundred
dollars in your pocket, and if you spend
one dollar, one dollar, one dollar, then
ultimately you will have zero. But about
God it is said, piir!Jasya piir(lam iidiiya
piir!Jam evtivasi$yate: "Because God is
the complete whole, even though so
many complete units of energy emanate
from Him He remains the complete
balance" USopani$ad, Invocation]. For
you, that would mean that you could
take a hundred dollars and spend it, and
still you would have the hundred dollars.
God can actually do this. He can expand
Himself into millions and millions of
separate universes, and still He is the
same individual. That is God. We
shouldn' t think of God according to our
own conception-that if I have a hundred dollars and then I spend a hundred
dollars, I will have zero. God is not like
that. God can expand Himself unlimitedly, and still He remains the same.
There is another nice example. Suppose you take a candle and light up
another candle with it, then another candle, and another and another, up to
millions of candles. The original candle
remains as powerful as ever, and the
other candles you lit up now have the
same power as the original. But, for our
understanding, we take the original candle to be the first candle, the next as the
second candle, then the third, fourth,
fifth, and so on. But each candle is
equally powerful, and the original candle
is still there. Similarly, by His expansions
God does not diminish. That is the
meaning of God, and that is also the
meaning of "unlimited."
Met.aphysical Society: How can we
understand the difference between
God's personality and individuality, and
our own? If God expands Himself into
everything, then He must be inside all of
this creation.
Srila Prabhupada: Yes. That is the difference between God and us: God is
situated everywhere, but you are not
situated everywhere. You are situated
within your body, and I am situated
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within my body. You cannot feel the
pains and pleasures of my body, nor can
I feel your pains and pleasures. But God
is everywhere, and therefore He can
understand what your pains and pleasures are, and what my pains and
pleasures are. That is the difference between the iitmii, or individual soul, and
the super~atma , or Supersoul. You are
the iitma, and God is the super-atma.
Metaphysical Society: But since God is
pure spirit, or atmii, and we are also pure
spirit, can we not eventually evolve up to
the level of God?
Srila Prabhupiida: No. We admit that
God is spirit and you are spirit, but
God's power and your power are not
equal. God said, "Let there be creation," and there was creation. But if
you say, "Let there be capati [bread],"
there will be no capati unless you work.
You have to work for it.
Metaphysical Society: God is the
whole, and we are the parts, and we are
evolving to integrate ourselves with that
whole. .
Srila Prabhupada: That's all right, but
you can never become the whole.
Metaphysical Society: But we are in
evolution.
Srila Prabhupiida: No. The part is a
part eternally, and the whole is the whole
eternally.
Metaphysical Society: So one does not
integrate himself with the whole when
one becomes evolved?
Srila Prabhupada: No. You are already
in the whole.
Metaphysical Society: Therefore, we
are all one.
Srila Prabhupada: One and different-

that is our philosophy. We are just like
one small screw in a machine. The screw
is part of the machine, so in one sense
the small screw and the machine are one.
But the small screw is not equal to the
whole machine, nor can the screw be
called the whole machine.
Metaphysical Society: So we are
forever a part of the whole?
Srila Prabhupada: Yes. As Kr~lfa says
in the Bhagavad-gitii [15.7], mamaivarhso
jiva-lokejiva-bhuta/:1 sanatana}J: "The living entities in this conditioned world are
My eternal, fragmental parts."
Metaphysical Society: Can Kr~lfa consciousness be compared to the ultimate
consciousness of Christ?
Srila Prabhupada: Yes. There is no difference between consciousness of Christ
and that of Kr~lfa, provided one follows
Christ's orders. Christ spoke as the son
of God, and Kr~lfa is speaking as God, so
there is no difference in their teachings.
Whether the father speaks it or the son
speaks it, the truth is the same.
Metaphysical Society: If this Kr~lfa
consciousness is the highest state of the
mind, could you explain to the people
how one can achieve Kr~lfa consciousness while living in one's own home? In
other words, for those who are outside
the temple, who have their jobs and live
in their houses, how is it possible to
~chieve Kr~lfa consciousness?
Srila Prabhupiida: It is very easy. You
simply chant Hare Kr~lfa.
Metaphysical Society: How do we
~hant Hare Kr~lfa?
Srila Prabhupada: As you have seen
my disciples chant, and as I am chanting:
Hare Kr~lfa, Hare Kr~lfa, Kr~lfa Kr~lfa,

"There are millions
and trillions of planets
floating in the air, just
like the 747s .... So we
can create limited
things with our limited
brains, but the supreme
being can create
unlimited things
because He has an
unlimited brain.''
Hare Hare/ Hare Rama, Hare Riima,
Rama Riima, Hare Hare.
Metaphysical Society: What is the
meaning of this Hare Kr~I)a mantra?
Srila Prabhupiida: Hare means "the
energy of God," and Kf~I)a and Rama
are names of God. So the mantra means,
"Oh, God, I have fallen into this material world. Kindly accept me again."
That's all.
Met!lphysical Society: Fr9m my point.
of view; your rep·etition of this mantra
over and over again is something like
hypnotism. For example, some tribes
also chant during various rituals.
Srila Prabhupada: That is your opinion; you are not an authority.
Metaphysical Society: Please explain.
Srlla Prabhupiida: This is the statement in the Bhagavad-gitii [9.14]:
satatam kirtayanto miim
yatantas ca drtfha-vratii~
namasyantas ca miim bhak~yii
nitya-yuktii upiisate

"Always chanting my glories, endeavoring with great determination, bowing
down before Me, these great souls perpetually worship Me with devotion." So
Kr~I.la says directly, satatam kirtayanto
mam: "Always chant My name." It is
not that we can chant anything and still
receive the same benefit.
Metaphysical Society: I always understood from Indian philosophy that you
cannot give God a name because that
would be limiting God.
Srila Prabhupiida: No. We don't give
God a name. God has names according
to His actions. Take the name Kmw.
Km;a means "all-attractive." That is a

quality of God-that He is all-attractive.
Similarly, Allah means "great." God is
great; therefore he is called Allah. So actually God has no name, but according
to His actions He has many names.
Metaphysical Society: You mentioned
pain. What is the origin of pain, and what
is the origin of pleasure?
Srila Prabhupiida: As soon as you
come to the material world you must experience the duality of pain and pleasure.
We can all appreciate this very easily.
Take cold water, for example. Cold water
is sometimes painful and sometimes
pleasing, is it not? The water is the same,
but in winter it is painful and in summer
it is pleasing. How can the same thing be
both pleasing and painful? Because of
changing circumstances. The same thing
is either pleasing or painful under different circumstances. Similarly, fire is
also sometimes pleasing and sometimes
painful. The fire is the same, but circumstantially it becomes painful or pleasing.
In the winter season the fire is pleasing,
and in the summer season the same fire
is painful.
Now, these feelings of pain and
pleasure are due to this material body. So
ifyou get out of this material body, and if
you remain in your spiritual body, then
there will be no more duality of pain and
pleasure. Try to understand: the origin of
pain and pleasure is our attachment to
this material body, but if we can somehow or other get out of this material
body, then there will be no more duality
of pain and pleasure, but simply eternal
pleasure. The Vedanta-stitra confirms
this: anandamayo 'bhyasat: "By nature
the spirit soul is joyful." And in the
Bhagavad-gitii [18.54] it is said, brahmabhtita~ prasanniitma na socati na
kiink$ati: as soon as you become spiritually self-realized, then there are no more
flickering pains and pleasures.
Pleasure means "the absence of pain. "
Since in your spiritual identity there is no
pain, there is simply pleasure. So our endeavor should be how to again get our
original spiritual body. Our spiritual body
is already there, but it is covered by the
material body, and therefore we are experiencing pain. But somehow or other,
if you remove the covering of the material body, then you will simply be in
pleasure. Therefore, our only attempt in
this human body should be how to
revive our spiritual body. That process is
Kr~I)a consciousness. If you simply
understand Kr~I)a, then you will revive
your spiritual body.
Metaphysical Society: You said that we

have a material body and also a spiritual
body. Are the spirit and matter born
simultaneously; or is matter born first,
and then the spirit comes?
Srila Prabhupiida: From spirit, matter
has come. God said, "Let there be creation." God is spirit and creation is matter-so God was there, and material creation came later on.
Metaphysical Society: Why does the
spiritual body become covered by the
material body?
Srila Prabhupada: When one goes to
prison he has to put aside his usual dress
and take the prison dress. Similarly, anyone who comes into this material world
has to take a material body. This is the
law. Unless you have this material body,
how can you feel pleasure in material
sense enjoyment? It is just like performing on stage: if you are going to play a
certain part, you have to dress accordingly. Therefore, this material body is
compared to a dress. For example, every
lady and gentleman sitting here-every
one of us-has a different dress.
But our dress is superficial. As human
beings we are one. Similarly, each one of
us has a different bodily dress, but spiritually we are one. And this is true of all
living entities: they are in different
bodily dresses only.
The dresses are calculated to total
8,400,000 different forms. In the water
there are 900,000 different dresses, and
there are 2,000,000 different types of
trees and plants. There are 1,100,000
species of insects, 1,000,000 types of
birds, 3,000,000 types of beasts, and
400,000 forms of human beings. In this
way, the living entity is passing through
different dresses.
And the best dress is this human
form, because in this dress you can
understand what God is, what you are,
and what your relationship with God is.
Then you can act in that relationship and
go back home, back to Godhead. In this
human form of dress you have developed consciousness.
But if you miss this opportunity to
understand God, then again you will be
put into the cycle of the evolutionary
process. We should not, therefore, misuse this human form. We should utilize
it properly to understand the unlimited
God and our relationship with Him, and
to act on this knowledge. That is the perfection of life.
Metaphysical Society: Thank you very
much for speaking with us.
Srila Prabhupiida: Thank you for coming here. Hare Kr~I)a.
0
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with a scythe. He represents the earliest, ment figures show that between 1954
"primitive" farming methods. The sec- . and 1974 the United States farm populaond illustration shows a man driving a tion dropped more than 50%-until
horse-drawn machine, indicating how today only about 10 million people (out
much more could be accomplished using of a nation of more than 200 million)
animals. The third illustration pictures live on farms. In addition, although the
an early tractor in operation, and the total farmland remained at about one
series ends with a photograph of a giant, billion acres, the number of farms
modern tractor silhouetted against a blue dropped almost 42%. In fact, since the
sky and endless fields of perfectly cut 1940s the number of farms has
decreased by three million, and it continues to drop by two thousand per week.
Clearly, "agribusiness" is gobbling up
the small- and medium-size farms.
This "to-the-hilt" exploitation of land
resources has brought the ecological
movement of the 1970s down on automated, high-yield farming, the kind that
depends almost entirely upon chemical
fertilizers. One may argue that such
chemicals are, after all, also a part of
nature, and that scientists are simply
using them in a more advantageous way.
However, studies indicate that prolonged use of chemical fertilizers designed to increase soil nitrates creates
an artificial dependence on the chemical
itself: the chemical fertilizers kill the
myriad microorganisms and earthworms
in the soil that naturally produce such
nitrates.
Initially there may be "bumper"
crops, if climatic conditions are good;
but eventually the soil loses fertility.
And the long-range leaching effect can
be disastrous. Wes Buchele, Professor of
Agricultural Engineering at Iowa State
grain. The tractor is replete with a wrap- University, describes the situation in no
around windshield, radio, air condition- uncertain terms. "We've lost one-half of
the country's topsoil since we started
ing, and padded dash.
But if the first illustration were ex- farming here. '' Perhaps the fledgling
panded beyond the closeup of the lone back-to-the-land movement is more
man in one corner of the field, we would than the desperate attempt of a few oversee a whole field of men working sensitive malcontents to escape city life.
together with scythes, very much as they Perhaps it's the first indication of an
still gather bundles of grain in parts agricultural movement that can avert
of India. In America the process of ecological catastrophe.
urbanization has brought nearly all the
Let's look at the historical background
descendants of those people who for- of modern agricultural techniques:
merly worked in the fields with scythes,
Forshadowing the massive introduchorses, and oxen into an economic tion of chemical fertilizers were the theodependence upon a comparatively small ries of nineteenth-century German
number of farmers using sophisticated chemist Baron Justus von Liebig, who in
machinery. Unscrupulous business prac- 1840 published an essay entitled
tices by food processing conglomerates, "Chemistry in Its Application to Agriinflated living costs, a scarcity of honest culture and Physiology." His idea was
labor, bad weather, an exodus of young that when a living plant is incinerated
people to the cities, and the high cost of and all its organic matter destroyed, the
machinery and artificial fertilizers have mineral salts remaining in the ashes will
forced many owners of smaller farms to contain all that's required for its growth
exploit the land for as much yield as
(basically potash, nitrates, and phospossible, as soon as possible, as often as
phates.) Other scientists and agriculturpossible. Yet the numbers of farms going alists concluded that simply adding these
out of business indicate that it still costs chemicals to the soil would maintain its
too much to produce too little.
fertility.
The latest federal Agriculture DepartAlthough this conclusion apparently

People whose parents
worked in the fields with
scythes, horses and
oxen now depend on a
few farmers using
sophisticated machinery.
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oversimplified ages of agricultural practice, the observable results were impressive. Artificial fertilizers composed
of the above chemicals and calcium oxide (lime) produced good initial cropswhich seemed to verify Liebig's experiments. This apparent breakthrough led
to the astronomical fertilizer production
now so lucrative for the chemical industry. Typically, whenever a farmer has a
soil test made on his fields, if the
laboratory report indicates deficiencies of
phosphate, lime, and so on, he receives a
formula of chemicals. He then adds
them to the soil to correct the imbalance.
Here we have the basis of the prevalent
belief that "you get out of the soil what
you put into it."
However, this conclusion came into
question a few years ago, when the
French agricultural bulletin "Nature et
Progres" disclosed a startling experiment. A researcher reported that every
month for one year, he had monitored
two identical soils-one to which only
fermented compost had been added, and
one to which an organic mixture rich in
phosphorus had been added. At the end
of the year, the first sample contained
one-third more phosphorus than the second sample, the one to which phosphorus had originally been added.
Thus, soil itself can produce phosphorus without any external supply of
this mineral. The researcher called it "a
miracle of the living soil!" One wonders
where the phosphorus in the first sample
came from, since none was added before
or during the experiment. After all,
chemists have learned that it's impossible to create new elements or transform
one element into another (that is, to

A researcher found
that the soil can nourish
itself without any outside
supply. He called it «a
miracle of the living soil!»

alter an element's atomic structure)
simply by chemical reactions. At the
same time, many scientists still believe
that all reactions occurring in nature are
in fact simply chemical-or, in other
words, that life comes from chemicals.
But this conviction came under fire
from another chemist, Albrecht von
Herzeele, who in 1873 performed some
experiments that were subsequently ignored. Von Herzeele demonstrated that
seeds sprouted in distilled water, with
nothing added but air, increased their
content of elements like sulphur,
calcium, and magnesium (although the
law of conservation of matter holds that
this is impossible). This experiment
proved that plants can continuously create matter as well as absorb matter from
soil, water, and air. Von Herzeele
claimed that plants could also transmute
or change one element into another
(such as phosphorus into sulphur, and
so on).
In 1958, after ten years of experiments, Professor Pierre Baranger, director of organic chemistry at the Ecole
Polytechnique, in Paris, announced his
verification of Herzeele's work to a distinguished ga thering of scien tists at
Switzerland's Institut Genevois. By 1963
he had demonstrated that as leguminous
seeds {like those producing common
alfalfa and clover hay) grow in a
manganese-salt solution, iron replaces
the manganese. In time he explained
more about such germinations, including the exact lunar phases that affected
them. Baranger concluded that plants are
constantly producing chemical transmutations of elements-without the enormous energy of modern "a tom
smashers," which till then had been the
only known means for transmu ting one
chemical into another.
Louis Kervran, another French scientist, also contends that lunar phases are
extremely important in the germination
of crops, and that by transmutation,
microorganisms maintain the balance of
elements in the soil. He concludes that
transmutation results from enzymes that
act as catalysts for the reaction. Kervran
points out that enzyme activities are
biological in origin, not chemical (although the results may be chemical);
thus, the classic laws of chemistry do not
apply to these phenomena. In other
words, he contradicts the assertion that
life comes only from chemical combinations. Kervran notes in his " Biological
T ransmutations" (1962) " that matter
has a property so far unexplained by
modern science."
In his book The Nature of Substance
(1968), Rudolf Hauschka further hints

that this property of matter is its dependence upon life, that chemicals constantly come from life, and that life
comes from life (not from chemicals, not
from matter). Having duplicated many
of Herzeele's experiments, Hauschka
concludes that life is not the result of a
combination of elements, but that it precedes the elements: "It is logical to
assume that life existed long before matter and originates in a preexistent spiritual cosmos."
The first Western scientist to demonstrate the real importance of life activities in agriculture was Sir Albert

A workable agricultural
life•style would be
based on the ecological
balance between
humans, animals, the
land, and God.
Howard, who at the turn of the century
was the imperial botanist to the Indian
government. Beginning in Pusa, Bengal,
and continuing for forty years in other
parts of the subcontinent, Howard
managed several experimental agricultural stations. His famous book An
Agricultural Testament (1943) inspired a
surgeon named J. I. Rodale to begin the
organic farming movement in the United
States, during the early 1940s. By following the ancient methods of Indian farmers-who regularly aerated the soil, used
no artificial fertilizers or pesticides, and
returned accumulated cow manure and
compost to the land-Howard virtually
eliminated disease from both soil and
animals. Also, he managed dairy cows
and kept oxen for plowing. He wrote,
"With no chemical help from science,
and by observation alone, he [the Indian
farmer] has in the course of ages ad-

justed his methods of agriculture to the
conservation of soil fertility in a most
remarkable manner .... For countless
ages he has been able to maintain the
present standard of fertility."
In typical empiric fashion, Howard attributed the remarkable success of
Indian farmers to their powers of observation. He did not study the origins of
their technology-the Vedic literature,
which prohibits artificial fertilizers, the
growing of tobacco (Howard himself
grew that) and other intoxicants, and the
killing of cows and bulls. Cows, the basis
of a balanced agriculture, provided milk
products from the consumption of
grasses, and bulls tilled the fields, provided transportation, and so on. And
both cows and bulls provided ample
organic fertilizer. The Vedas also indicate
that the growth of vegetation relates
directly to the phases of the moon.
Although he copied the technology of
the Bengali farmers, Howard did not
actually live among them. T heir ancient
life-style, called iSavasya -G odcentered - was still prevalent when
Howard conducted his experiments
(although it had largely deteriorated into
a vestigial "caste system" throughout
most of India, on account of the
prolonged Muhammadan and British occupations). The survival of the God-centered conception was due primarily to
the powerful rejuvenation of Vedic
culture by Lord Caitanya Mahaprabhu.
His influen ce was great throughout
India, and especially in Bengal, some
four hundred years before Howard's
time.
This God-centered conception is relevant because it forms the basis for a
workable agricultural life-style. Such a
life-style includes a strict consideration
of the ecological balance between humans, animals, the land, and God. Although sophisticated modern farmers
might concede that the success of their
endeavors, including their use of innovative machinery, depends in the end
on "acts of Providence or God," or at
least upon chance, the isavasya (Godcentered) farmer considers that longrange production and ecological balance
require actu al God consciousness.
Therefore, even today in the Nadia district of Bengal, farmers make a point of
gratefully offering God a portion of the
crop in the form of prasada, or vegetarian food preparations. These offerings
are often part of community celebrations
(called kirtana parties) in which the
members of the community or village
meet, especially in the morning and
evening, to chant God's holy names and
dance.
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This God-centered mentality shows us
something-not about a "primitive"
agrarian culture, as the British used to
think (Howard had to caution his readers
not to think in terms of "ignorant, backward villagers"), nor about some distant
Indian sect, but about a life-style that's
in real harmony with the ideals of the
modern American back-to-the-land
movement. In fact, some of the most
successful of the modern farm communities are based expressly upon
isavasya principles. Still more or less in
the early stages, including locations in
Missouri, Pennsylvania, West Virginia,
Mississippi, and Tennessee, these communities are nevertheless impressiveespecially the fifteen-hundred-acre community in Moundsville, West Virginia.
Needless to say, these projects draw their
inspiration from the Vedic culture, especially from the teachings of Lord
Caitanya Mahaprabhu.
Members of the International Society
for Krishna Consciousness (ISKCON)
say that these farm communities of
theirs don't use technological prowess to
try to outwit natural Jaws. Rather, community members try to do their work in a
God-conscious way. "Success cannot
come by working at your own risk," says
Kirtanananda Svami, founder and director of the community in West Virginia

(called "New Vrindavan"). "You may
get good results for a while, but lasting
success depends on how conscious you
are of your relationship with the actual
proprietor of nature."
Gradually, the community members
are becoming aware that God is always
present- in every place and at every
moment. As they learn this art of being
conscious of God's presence, these
people naturally develop a devotional,
serving attitude toward everyone, including humans, plants, and animals.
They see all living beings as spiritually
equal, because all living beings are
equally related with God. Thus, devotees
can attest that returning to the land, to
vegetarianism, to nonviolence, to herbal
medicine, and to ecological concernreturning to nature- necessitates returning to God (Kr~f.la) consciousness,
our natural consciousness. The age-old
Vedic literatures describe that consciousness, in clear-cut, scientific terms.
In fact, in most instances the work of
scientists like Howard, Kervran,
Baranger, and Hauschka echoes these
Vedic conclusions. Howard, for example,
simply rediscovered ancient, biologically
sound, and ecologically balanced
agrarian practices based upon Vedic principles. And Hauschka's assertion that
life is not a combination of elements,
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that instead it "precedes" matter and
"originates in a preexistent spiritual cosmos," tells us what the Vedic literatures
said thousands of years ago. T he
Bhagavad-gitii, the essence of the Vedas,
verifies that individual life is never created or destroyed, but that it is moving
(transmigrating) among temporary bodies sustained by God (Kf$Qa), the
original life.
The other scientists we've mentioned
have introduced conceptions in chemistry and biology that forecast a reevaluation and expansion of modern science's
standard notions. The conceptions of
these men reveal a new respect and appreciation for nature and a budding
awareness of the ultimately transcendent
quality of life itself. We may interpret
these developments as a prologue to the
imminent age of antimaterialism and
spiritual enlightenment predicted in the
fifteenth century by Lord Caitanya
Mahaprabhu. As the Srimad-Bhiigavatam
(the Vedic literature specifically intended
for this age) points out, chemistry,
biology, psychology, economics, sociology, and other modern disciplines,
when pursued objectively, are sure to arrive at the same absolute truthconsciousness of God, or ~f.la. And a
simpler, more natural way of living will
result.
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First Canto

neighboring eyes. Everyone wanted to sec Lord Krg1a, and everyone
wanted to pay his humble respects to the Lord. Bhi~madeva remembered
all this and was glad that his worshipful Lord, the Personality of Godhead, was present before him in His actual formal presence. So to meditate on the Supreme Lord is to meditate on the activities, form, pastimes,
name and fame of the Lord. That is easier than what is imagined as
meditation on the impersonal feature of the Supreme. In the Bhagavadgild (12.5) it is clearly stated that to meditate upon the impersonal
feature of the Supreme is very difficult. It is practically no meditation or
simply a waste of time because very seldom is the desired result obtained.
Jh,e devotees, however, meditate upon the Lord's factual form and
pastimes, and therefore the Lord i~ easily approachable by the devotees.
This is also stated in the Bhagavad-gita (12.9). The Lord is nondifferent
from His transcendental activities. It is indicated also in this sloka that
Lord Sri i(r~I)a, while actually present before h~man society, especially
in connection with the Battle of Kuruk~etra, was accepted as the greatest
perspnality of the time, although He might not have been recognized as
the Supreme Personality of Godhead. The propaganda that a very great
man is worshiped as God after his death is misleading because a man
after his death cannot be made into God. Nor can the Personality of Godhead be a human being, even when He is personally present. Both ideas
are misconceptions. The idea of anthropomorphism cannot be applicable
in the case of Lord ~~!)a.
TEXT42

"Creation"
CHAPTER NINE

The Passing Away of Bhi~madeva
in the Presence of Lord 1\..r~l).a
(continued from previaus issue)

PURPORT
After gaining victory in the Battle of Kuruk~etra, Maharaja
Yudhi~thira, the Emperor of the world, performed the Rajasiiya
sacrificial ceremony. The emperor, in those days, upon his ascendance to
the throne, would send a chalYenge horse all over the world to declare;his
supremacy, and any ruling prince or king was at liberty to accep{ the
challenge and express his tacit willingness either to obey or to disobey
the supremacy of the particular emperor. One who accepted the
challenge had to fight with the emperor and establish his own supremacy
by victory. The defeated challenger would have to sacrifice his life, making a place for another king or ruler. So Maharaja Yudhi~thira also dispatched such challenging horses all over the world, and every ruling
prince and king all over the world accepted Maharlija Yudhi~thira's
leadership as the Emperor of the world. After this, all rulers of the world
under the regime of Maharaja Yudhi~thira were invited to participate' in
the great sacrificial ceremony of Rajasiiya. Such performances required
hundreds of millions of dollars, and it was not an easy job for a petty
king. Such a sacrificial ceremony, being too expensive and also difficult
to perform under present circumstances, is now impossible in this age of
Kali. Nor can anyone secure the required expert prtcsthood to take
charge of the ceremony.
So, after being invited, all the kings and great learned sages of the
world assembled in the capital of MahArAja Yudhi~lhira. The learned
society, including the great philosophers, religionists, physicians, scientists and all great sages, was invited. That is to say, the brahrnaiJ.(JS and
the k$atriyas were the topmost leading men in society, and they were all
invited to participate in the assembly. The vaiSyas and sudras were
unimportant elements in society, and they are not mentioned herein. Due
to the change of social activities in the modern ag\:, the importance of
men has also changed in terms of occupational positions.
iio in that great assembly, Lord Sri ~~!)a was the cynosure of

~ illititii'Ni
~il<+tNti
~ ~~ Nfuaqt~ififkqal<tl'( 1

3lf~m~

~~

~fi:Tlmlsf~ ~~~: ll'd~ll
tam imam aham ajarh sarira-bhajarh
hrdi hrdi dh~~!hitam atma-kalpitanam
pratidrsam iva naikadharkam ekam
samadhi-gato 'smi vidhrlla-bheda-mohal_t
tam-that Personality of Godhead; imam-now present before me;
aham - 1; ajam-the unborn; sarfra-bhajam-of the conditioned soul;
hrdi-in the heart: hrdi-in the heart: dhi$!hitam-situatcd: alma the Supcrsoul; kalpillimim-of the speculators: pratidr$am-in every
direction; iva-like; na ekadlrii-not one; arkam- the sun; ekam-one
only; samadhi-gata!t asmi-l have undergone trance in meditation;
vidhrlta-being freed from; bheda-mohaft-misconception of duality.
TRANSLATION
• Now I can meditate with full concentration upon that one.Lord,
Sri Kr~t:Ja, now present before me because now I have transcended
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the misconceptions of duality in regard to His presence in everyone's heart, even in the hearts of the mental speculators. He is in
everyone's heart. The sun may be perceived differently, but the
sun is one.

with his mind, speech, sight and actions, and thus he became
silent, and his b reanhing stopped.

PURPORT

The stage attained by Bhi~madeva while quilling his material body is
called nirvikalpa-samadhi because he merged his self into thinking of
the Lord and his mind into remember ing His different activities. He
chanted the glories of the Lord, and by his sight he began to see the Lord
personally present before him, and thus all his activities became concentrated upon the Lord without d~yiation . This is the highest stage of
perfection, and it is possible for everyone to allain this s tage by practice
of devotional service. The devotional service of the Lord consists of
nine principles of service activities, and they arc (1) hearing, (2} chanting, (3) remembering, (4) serving the lotus feet, (5) worshiping,
(6) praying, (7) executing the orders, (8) fraternizing, and (9) fully
s urrendering. Any one of them or all of them are equally competent to
award the desired result, but they require to be practiced persistently
under the guidance of an expert devotee of the Lord. The first item,
hearing, is the most important ~tem of all, and therefore hearing of the
Bhagavad-gita imd, later on, Srimad-Bhagavatam is essential for the
serious!£
· ndidate ~vho wan~s to attai~ t~e stage of Bhi~madeva ~~ the end.
The un e sttuatton at Bht~madeva ·s ttme of death can be attamed, even
though ;, rd Kmta may not be personally present. His words of the
BhagavJj-gita or those of Srimad-Bhagavatam are identical with the
Lord. Th~y are sound incarnations of the Lord, and one can fully utilize
them to ~·e entitled to attain the stage of Sri Bhi~madeva, who was one of
the eigh~ Vasus. Every man or animal must die at a certain stage of life,
but one who dies like Bhi~madeva attains perfection, and one who dies
forced by the laws of nature dies like an animal. That is the difference
between a man and an animal. The human form of life is especially
meant for dying like Bhi~madcva.

Lord Sri Kr~!)a is the one Abso lute Supreme Personality of Godhead,,
but He has expanded Himself into His multi plenary portions by His in-~
conceivable energy. The conception of duality is due to ignorance of His~
inconceivable energy. In the Bhagavad-gila (9.11) the Lord says that
only the foolish take Him to be a mere human being. Such foolish men
are not aware of His inconceivable energies. By His inconceivable energy
He is present in everyone's heart, as the sun is present before everyone
all over the world. The Paramatmii feature of the Lord is an expansion of
His plenary portions. fie expands Himself as Paramatma. in everyone's
heart by His inconceivable energy, and He also expands Himself as the
glowing effulgence of brahmajyot,i by expansion of His personal glow. It
is stated in the Brahma-samhita that the brahmajyoti is His personal
glow. Therefore, there is no difference between Hiin and His personal
glow, brahmajyoti, or His plenary portions as Para'matma. Less intelligent persons who are not aware, of this fact consider brahmajyoti and
Paramiitmii to be different from Sri l<r~!)a. This misconception of duality
is completely removed. from the mind of Bhi~madcva, and he is now
satisfied that it is Lord Sri f<.r~Da only who is all in all in everything. This
enlightenment is attained by the great maliatmas or devotees, as it is
stated in Blwgavad-gua (7.19) that Vasudeva is all in all in everything
and tha t.there is no existence of anything without Vasudeva. Vasudeva,
or Lord Sri Kr~!)a. is the original Supreme Person. as now con6rmt.-d by a
mahajana, and therefore both the neophytes and the pure devotees must
try to follow in his footsteps. That is the way of th~ devotional line.
The worshipable object of Bhi~madeva is Lord Sri Kmw as Parthasarathi , and that of the gopis is the same Kr~Da in Vrndavana as the most
attractive Syamasundara. Sometimes less intelligent scholars make a
mistake and think that the l<r~•)a of Vrndiivaria and that of the Bl!ttle of
Kuruk~etra are different persona li ti es. But for Bhi$madcva this miscon-·
ccption is completely removed. Even the impersonalist's object of
destination is Kr~Da as the impersonal jyoti; and the yogi:~ dest iJWtion of ,
Paramatma is also Kr~Da. f<.r~!)a is both brahmajyoti and. localized
Paramiitma. bu t in brahmajyoti or Paramatmii there is no l<.r$1)3 or sweet
relations with Kr~I)a. In His personal feature Kr~!)a is .both Parthasiirathi and Syiimasundara of Vrndiivana, but in His impersonal feature
He is nei ther in the brahmajyoti nor in the Paramiitmii. Great '!"ahatmi.is
like Bhi$madev a real ize all these differen t features of Lord Sri Kmta.
and therefore they worsh ip Lord l<r~!)a, knowing Him as the origin of all
features.
TEXT 43 .

q_rr

a"<n'if

~ll:~~~~~~:l
~~r;{if~~ ij)s;:cr:"<mfi!l{~ll ~~II
s1i.ta uvaca ,
kr$1}-a evaril bhagavat i
mano-viig-dr$!i-vrttibhil~ ·

atmany atmanam ave5ya
so 'ntab,Svasa uparamat
siita~ uvd.ca- Siita Gosvami said; kr$(U?-Lord l<r~!)a, the Supreme
Persona lity of Godhead: evam-only; blwgavati-unto Him; maruz~ 
with mind; vak-speech ; dr$li- sight; vrllibhi~-activities; citmaniunto the Supersoul; atman.am-the living being; avesya- having
merged in; sah-he; anta~-svcisa~-inhaling; uparamat-became
silent.

TRANSLATION
Suta Gosviuni ~aid: Thus Bhi~madeva merged himself in the
Supersoul, Lord Sri ~ljr_la, the Supreme Personality of Godhead,

PURPORT

TEXT 44

~q~~ +ftl;lf

;mfor

fm ,

~ ~ij ~oft tpfh:fiq ~~ II~'J II
sampadyamcinam d.jfuiya
bh~marh brahma(~i ni$kale
sarue babhiivu.s te lri!i~J-iril
vayd.rilsiva diniityaye
sampadyaman.a~- having merged into~ d.jiiiiya - after knowing this;
bh~rruzm-about Sri Bhi~rnadeva; brahmar:r.i-into the Supreme Ab-

solute; ni,skale-unli mited; sarve-all present; babhiivu~ te-all of
them became; t(4r:r.im - silcnt; vayarilsi iva-like birds; dirw-atyaye at the end of the day.
TRANSLATION
Knowing that Bhi~madeva had merged into the unlimited e ternity of the Supreme Absolute, all present there became silent like
birds at the end of the day.
PURPORT
To en ter into or to become merged,..into the unl~mited eternity of the
Supreme Absolute means to enter th<!' original horrie of the li ving being.
The living beings are all component parts and parcels of t~e Absolute
P~rsonality of Godhead, and therefore they are eternally related with
Him as the servitor and the served. The Lord is served by all His parts
and parcels, as the complete machine is served by its parts and parcels.
Any. part of the machine removed from the whole is no longer important.
Similarly, any part and parcel of the Absolute detached from the service
of the Lord is useless. The living beings who are in the material world
are all disintegrated parts and parcels of the supreme whole, and they are
n!J longer as important as the original parts and parcels. There are,
however, more integrated living beings who are eternally liberated. The
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.....
material energy of the Lord, called Durga-sakti, or th~ superintendent of
the prison house, takes charge of the disintegrated parts and parcels, and
thus they undergo a conditioned life under the laws of mateiial nature.
When the living being becomes conscious of this fact, he tries to go back
home, back to Godhead, and thus the spiritual urge of the living being
begins. This spiritual urge is called brahrna-jijnasa, or inquiry about
Brahman. Principally this brahrna.-jijM.~a is successful by knowledge,
renunciation and devotional service to the Lord. ]nana, or knowledge,
means knowledge of everything of Brahman, the Supreme; renunciation
means detachment of material affection, and devotional service is the
revival by pracltice of the original position of the living being. The successful living beings who are eligible to enter into the realm of the Absolute are called the jiianis, the yogis and the bhaktas. The jnanis and
yogis enter into the impersonal rays of the Supreme, but the bhaktas
enter into the spiritual planets known as the VaikUI:t!has. In these spiritual planets the Supreme Lord as Naniyar:ta predominates, and the healthy, unconditioned living beings live there by rendering loving service to
the Lord in the capacity of servant, friend, parents and fiancee. There
the unconditioned living beings enjoy life in full freedom with the Lord,
whereas the impersonalist jrUinis and yogis enter into the impersonal
glowing effulgence of the Vaikur:t!ha planets. The Vaikur)!ha planets are
all self-illuminating like the sun, and the rays of the Vaikur:ttha planets
are called the brahmajyoti. The brahmajyoti is spread unlimitedly, and
the material world is but a covered portion of an insignificant part of the
same brahmajyoti. This covering is temporary, and therefore it is a sort
of illusion.
Bhi$madeva, as a pure devotee of the Lord, entered the spiritual realm
in one of the Vaikur:ttha planets where the Lord in His eternal form of
Partha.sarathi predominates over the unconditioned living beings who
are coBstantly engaged in the service of the Lord. The love and affection
which bind the Lord and devotee are exhibited in the case of
Bhi$madeva. Bhi§madeva never forgot the Lord in His transcendental
feature as the Partha-sarathi, and the Lord was present personally
before Bhi§madeva while he was passing to the transcendental world.
That is the highest perfection of life.
\

TEXT45

~'Jf ~~ ~~R~'lt~:~n: I
.~: m<ft mtt \<!~: ~: 11\l~ll
tatra dundubhayo nedur
deva-manava-vadita/:1
sa§arirsu/:1 sadhavo rajnarh
khat petu/:1 pWJpa-vr,~faya/:1
talra-thereafter; dundtLbhaya/:1- drums; nedu/:1-were sounded;
deva - the demigods from other planets; mdnava-men from all countries; vadild~-beaten by; sa.sarirsu~-praised; sadhava/:1-honest;
rajnarn-by the royal order; khat-from the sky; petu/:1- began to fall;
pWJpa-vr$!ayah- showers of flowers.
TRANSLATION

Thereafter, both men 'and deniigods sounded drums in honor,
and the honest royal order commenced demonstrations of honor
and respect. And from the sky fell showers of Bowers.
PURPORT
was respected both by the human beings and by the
demigods. The human beings live on earth and similar other planets in
the Bhiir and Bhuvar group of planets, but the demigods live in the Svar,
or heavenly planets, and all of them knew Bhi$madeva as a great warrior
and devotee of the Lord. As a mahajana (or authority) he was on the
level of Brahma, Narada and Siva, although he was a human being.
Qualification on a par with the great demigods is possible only on attainment of spiritual perfection. Thus Bhi~madeva was known a¥ •over the
Bhi~madeva

universes, and during his time interplanetary travel was effected by finer
meth~s than the.futile endeavors of mechanical spacecraft. When the
distant planets were informed of the passing away of Bhi$madeva, all the
inhabitants of the upper planets as well as of the earth dropped showers
of flowers to show due respect to the departed great personality. This
showering of flowers from heaven is a sign of recognition by great
demigods, and it should never be compared to the decoration of a dead
body. The body of Bhi$madeva lost its material effects due to being
surcharged with spiritual realization, and thus the body was spiritualized
as when iron becomes red-hot when in contact with fire. The body of a
fully self-realized soul is not, therefore, accepted as material. Special
ceremonies are observed for such spiritual bodies. The respect and recognition of Bhi§madeva arc never to be imitated by artificial means, as it
has become a fashion to observe the so-called jayanli ceremony for any
and every common man. According to authorized sastras, such a jayanti
ceremony for an ordinary man, however exalted he may be materially, is
an offense to the Lord because jayanti is reserved for the day when the
Lord appears on the earth. Bhi$madeva was unique in his activities, and
his passing away to the kingdom of God is also unique.
TEXT46

~ f;r~~'\f;{ «+q~{lt,t:~ ~I
~gn <mf~T ~ij ~:fuit~q_ ll'dG.II
tasya nirharwuidini
samparetasya bhargava
yudhi§!hira/:1 karayitva
muhurtarh duhkhito 'bhavat
tasya-his; nirhara(!a-ddini - funeral ceremony; samparetasya-of
the dead body; bhargava-0 descendant of Bh~gu; yudh~!hira/:1Mahiiraja Yudhi$!hira; karayitva-having performed it; muhurtamfor a moment; du/:!khit.a/:1-sorry; abhavat-became.
(

TRANSLATION

-

0 descendant of B~gu (Saunaka), after performing funeral
rituals for the dead body of Bhi$madeva, Maharaja Yudhi$~hira was
momentarily overtaken with grief.
PURPORT
Bhi$madeva was not only a great family head of Maharaja Yudhi$!hira,
but ,also he was a great philosopher and friend to him, his brothers and
his mother. Since Maharaja PaJ:~~u, the father of the five brothers headed
by Maharaja Yudhi9thira, had died, Bhi$madeva was the most affectionate grandfather of the Plir:t~avas and caretaker of the widow
daughter-in-law Kuntidevi. Although Maharaja Dhrtarii$\ra, the elder
uncle of Maharaja Yudhi$!hira, was there to look after them, his affection
was more on the side of his hundred sons, headed by Duryodhana.
Ultimately a colossal clique was fabricated to deprive the five fatherless
brothers of the rightful claim of the kingdom of Hastiniipura. There was
great intrigue, common in imperial palaces, and the five brothers were
exiled to the wilderness. But Bhi~madeva was always a sincerely sympathetic well-wisher, grandfather, friend and philosopher to Maharaja
Yudhi$!hira, even up to the last moment of his life. He died very happily
by seeing Mahar.aja Yudhi$lhira to the throne, otherwise he would have
long ago quitted his material body, instead of suffering agony over the
undue sufferings of the PiiQ~avas. He was simply, waiting for the opportune moment because he was sure and certain that the sons of Pandu
would com:~ out victorious in the Battlefield of Kuruk~etra, as His ~rd
ship Sri Kr~Qa was their protector. As a devotee of the Lord, he knew
that the' Lord's devotee cannot be vanquished at any time. Maharaja
Yudhi$!hira was quite aware of all these good wishes of Bhi9madeva, and
therefore he must have been feeling the great separation. He was sorry
for the separation of a great soul, and not for the material body which
Bhi~madeva relinquished. The funeral ceremony was a necessary· duty,
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although Bhi~madeva was a liberated soul. Since Bhl$madeva was without issue, the eldest grandson, namely Maharaja Yudhi9thira, was the
rightfu l person to perform this ceremony. It was a great boon to
Bhi~madeva that an equally great son of the family undertook the last
rites of a great man.

TEXT47

ijt!iU•P•il ~: ~ ~~: I
~ ~~~:~~SI~ :~: 11~\911
t~{uvur

munayo hr~!a/.1
km;ram tad-guhya-namabhi/1
tatas te kmra-hrdayab
svasramdn prayayub punab

/~luvub-satisfied; munay~/.1-the great sages, headed by
Vyasadeva, etc.; hma/.1-all in a happy mood; kmtam-unto Lord
l<,r~l)a, the Personality of Godhead; tat-His; guhya-confidential;
ruimabhi/1-by His holy name, etc.; latah- thereafter; le-they; kmrahrdaya!r-persons who always bear Lord Kr~Qa in their hearts; sva,:
asramiin - to their respective hermi't~es; prayayu/r - returned;
punab-again.
·
TRANSLATION
All the great sages then glorified Lo r d Sri Kr~r;Ja, who was
present there, by confide ntial Vedic hym ns. Then all of them
returned to their respective hermitages, bearing always Lord
Kr~r;Ja within their hearts.

PURPORT
The devotees of the Lord are always in the heart of the Lord, and the
Lord is always in the hearts of the devotees. That is 1he sweet relation between the Lord and His devotees. Due to unalloyed love and devotion for
the Lord, the devotees always see Him within themselves, and the Lord
also, although He has nothing to do and nothing to aspire to, is always
busy in attending to the welfare of His devotees. For the ordinary living
beings the law of nature is there for all actions and reactions, but He is
always anxious to put His devotees on the right path. The devotees,
therefore, are under the direct care of the Lord. And the Lord also
voluntarily puts Himself under the care of His devotees only. So all the
sages, headed by Vyasadeva, were devotees of the Lord, and therefore
they chanted the Vedic hymns after the funeral ceremony just to please
the Lord, who was present there personally. All the Vedic hymns are
chanted to please Lord K.r~n,a. This is confirmed in the Bhagavad-gitci
(15.15). All the Vedas, Upani$ads, Vedanta, etc., are seeking Him only,
and all hymns are for glorifying Him only. The sages, therefore, performed the exact acts suitable for the purpose, and they happily departed
for their respective hermitages.
TEXT48

mO ~eU l'R<fT ~afr •NI1~4¥( I
furtijt~IUlPllo:mff '"t ijq~'{ ~~~~ II
tato yudhi$!hiro gatvd
saha-kmw gaja.hvayam
pitararil santvayam iisa
gandhariril ca tapasvinim
lala~ - thercafter; yudhi*!hirab-Mahanija Yudhi~!hira; galvagoing there; salra-with; kr~(lab -the Lord; gajahvayam-in the
capital· named Gajahvaya Hastinapura; pilaram-unto his uncle
(DhrtaraHra); scintvayiim dsa-consoled; gandMrfm-the wife of
Dhrtara~!ra; ca- and; tapasvinim - an ascetic lady.

[Canto 1, Ch. 9

T RANSLATION
Ther eafte r, Ma.Jtiiriija Yudhi~thira .at once went to his capital,
Hastiniipura, accompanied by Lord Sri K~~l)a, and there he consoled h is uncle and aunt Gandhiiri, who was an ascetic.
P URPORT
Dhrtara~tra and Gandhari, the father and the mother of Ouryodhana

and his brothers, were the elder uncle and aunt of Maharaja Yudhi~thira.
After the Battle of Kuruk~etra, the celebrated couple, having lost all
thei r sons and grandsons, were under the care of Maharaja Yudhi~thira.
They were passing their days in great agony over such a heavy loss of life
and were practically living the life of ascetics. The death news of
Bhi~madeva, uncle of Dhrtara~tra. was another great shock for the King
and the Queen, and therefore they required solace from ~laharaja
Yud~thira. Maharaja YudhiHhira was conscious of his duty. and he at
once hurried to the spot with Lord i(r~l)a and satisfied the bereaved
Dbrtarii~!ra with kind words, from both himself and the Lord also.
Giindhari was a powerful ascetic, although she was living the life of a
faithful wife and a kind mother. It is said that Gandhiiri also voluntarily
closed her eyes because of the blindness of her husband. A wife's duty is
to follow the husband cent percent. And Gandhari was so true to her
husband that she followed him even in his perpetual blindness.
Therefore in her actions she was a great ascetic. Besides that, the shock
she suffered because of the wholesale killing of her one hundred sons
and her grandsons also was certainly too much for a woman. But she
sufi'ered all this just like an ascetic. Gandhiiri, although a woman, is no
less than Bhi~madeva in chal'acter. They ai-e both remarkable personalities in the Mahablulrata.

TEXT 4.9

fqm

~ 00 <Uij~q l~¥ttR;a: 1

'tf<li'R ~ ~'ifut flnr~~t

fcnl: ~~~~~~

pitrti. canumato raja
viisudeviinumoditab
cakii.ra rajyaril dharme(la
pitr-paitamaharil vibhub
pitrti-by his uncle, Ohrtarawa: ca-and; anumaJa~-with his approva!; raja-King Yudhi~~hira; uiisudeva-anumod.ita/.1- confirmed by
Lord Sri Kr$JJ3; cakara-executcd; rajyam-the kingdom; dlrarme(tain compliance with the codes of royal principles; pitr-father;
paitamalram-forcfather; vibhub-as great as.
TRANSLATION
After this, the great religious King, Mahiiraja Yudhj~~hira, executed the royal power in the kingd om s trictly according to the
codes !~Jld royal principles approved by his uncle and confirmed by
Lord Sr i Kr~r;Ja.

PURPORT
Maharaja Yudhi$thira was not a mere tax collector. He was always conscious of his duty as a king, which is no less than that of a father or spiritual master. The king is to see to the welfare of the citizens from all
angles of social, political, economic and spiritual upliftment. The king
must know that human life is meant for liberating the encaged soul from
the bondage of material conditions, and therefore his duty is to see that
the citizens are properly looked after to attain this highest stage of
perfection.
Maharaja Yudhi~lhira followed these principles strictly, as will be seen
from the next chapter. Not only did he follow the principles, but he also
got approval from his old uncle, who was experienced in political affairs,
and that was also confirmed by Lord i(r~Qa, the speaker of the philosophy of Bhagavad-gitd.

Departure of Lord ~,l)a for Dviiraka

Text 3)

;v{aharaja Yudhi~!hira is the ideal monarch, and monarchy under a
trained king like Maharaja Yudhi$!hira is by far the most superior form
of government. superior to modern republics or governments of the
people, by the people. The mass of people, especially in this age of Kali,
are all born siidras, basically lowborn, ill-trained, unfortunate and badly
associated. 'ntey themselves do not know the highest pcrfectional aim of
life. Therefore, votes cast by them actually have no value, and thus persons elected by such irresponsible votes cannot be responsible representatives like Maharaja Yudhi~!hira.

Thus end the Bhaktivedanta purports of the First Canto, Ninth
Chapter, of the Srimad-Bhagavatam. entitled ''The Passing Away of
Bhi§madeua in the Presence of Lord K($f)ll."

CHAPTER TEN

Departure of Lord

K.r~J.la

for Dvaraka

TEXT 1
~ :rcn~
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TEXT2

wr

<ffl

~<fl.,

~<hwuRtf'i~

«~T ~mtl;ft

f.m.Tf~T f.m~ ~~

· ~fut

Sl~;:n

m: I

~ &: II ~ II

sata uvdca
vamsaril kuror varii.Sa-davdgni-nirhrtaril
sarilrohayitvd bhaua-bhavano harifi
nive5ayitva nija-rajya i.Sroro
yudhi$!hirnril prila-mand babhuva ha
sutal,l uvaca-Siita Gosvami replied; oomsam-dynasty; kuro/:1-oC
King Kuru; vamsa-dava-agni-a forest fire set by the bamboos;
nirhrtam-exhausted; sarilrohayitva-seedling of the dynasty; bhavabhdvana/:1-the maintainer of creation; ltari~- the Personality of Godhead, Sri K!'~z:!a; nivesayitva-having reestablished; nija-rajye-in his
own kingdom; i.Svara~-the Supreme Lord; yudhi§thiram-unto
Mahiiraja Yudhi~!hira; prila-mand~-pleased in His mind; babhuva
ha-became.
TRANSLATION

00 (<4f(if~WO~ 3tlmltf'q;{t

emu:

~ ~~
~:~:

~ Sl~: f~mr: 11 ~ 11
saunaka uvaca
hatva svariktha-sprdha atatayino
yudhi§Jhiro dharma-bhrtaril oori$!hab
sahanujaib pralyaroruddha-bhojana~r
katham pravrtta/:1 kim akara..~it tatafi

Sau.nal«llt uvaca-Saunaka inquired; hatvd-after killing; svariktha-the legal inheritance; sprdhafi-desiring to usurp;
dlaldyinafi-the aggressor; yudhi§!hirafi-King Yudhi~!hira; dharmabhrtdm-of those who strictly follow religious principles; vari§!ha/:1greatest; saha-anujai/:1-with his younger brothers; pratyavaruddharestricted; bhojana/:1-acceptance of necessities; katham-how;
pravrtta/:t-engaged; kim-what; akdrQ$il-executed; tatdlt-thereafter.
TRANSLATION
Saunaka Muni asked: After killi~g his enemies who desired to
usurp his righ tful inheritance, how did th e gr eatest of all religious
men, Maharaja Yudhi~~hira, assisted by his brothers, rule his subjects? Surely he could not freely enjoy his k ingdom with
unrestricted consciousness.
PURPORT
Maharaja Yudhi~!hira was the greatest of all men of religion. Thus he
was not at all inclined to fight with his cousins for the sake of enjoying
the kingdom: he fought for the right cause because the kingdom of
Hastinapura wa~r his rightful inheritance and his cousins wanted to usurp
it for themselves. He fought, therefore, for the right cause under the
guidance of Lord Sri K!'~z:!a, but he could not enjoy the results of his victory because his cousins were all killed in the fight. He therefore ruled
over the kingdom as a matter o~ duty, assisted by his young~r brothers.
The inquiry was important for Saunaka ~i, who wanted to know about
the behavior of Maharaja Yudhighira when he was at ease tO enjoy the
kingdom.

S-gta Gosviimi said: Lord Sri ~~l)a, the Supreme Personality of
Godhead, who is the maintainer of the world, became pleased after
r eestablishing Maharaja Yudhi~~hira in h is own kingdom and after
restoring the Kuru d ynasty, which had been exhausted by the
bamboo fire of anger.
PURPORT
This world is compared to a forest fire caused by the cohesion of bamboo bushes. Such a forest fire takes place automatically, for bamboo
cohesion occurs ·without external cause. Similarly, in the material world
the wrath of those who want to lord it over material nature interacts. and
the fire of war takes place, exhausting the unwanted population. Such
fires or wars take place, and the Lord has nothing to do with them. But
because He wants to maintain the creation, He desires the mass of people
to follow the right path of self-realization, which enables the living
beings to enter into the kingdom of God. The Lo¢ wants the suffering
human beings to come back home, back to Him, a!Jd cease to suffer the
threefold material pangs. The whole plan of creation is made in that way,
and one who does not come to his senses suffers in the material world by
pangs inflicted by the illusory energy of the Lord. The L~rd therefore
wants His bona fide representative to rule the world. Lord Sri K!'~1,1a descended to establish this sort of regime and to kill the unwanted persons
who have nothing to do with His plan. The Battle of Kuruk~etra was
fought according to the plan of the Lord so that undesirable persons
could get out of the world and a peaceful kingdom under His devotee
could be established. The Lord was therefore fully satisfied when King
Yudhi~!hira was on the throne and the seedling of the dynasty of Kuru ,
in the person of Maharaja Parik~it, was saved.

TEXTS

~ ll~~~
SI~'QM~i"'r<l~:
~ illf~ ~~:
qft\aql<{i l+td'iill~ffia :

I .
II ~ II

ni.Samya bhi§moktam athdcyutoktam
pravrtta-vijiidna-vidhrUa-vibhrama~

Saicisa gam indra iv<ijitdiraya/:1
paridhyupdntdm anujanuvartita?t
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niSamya-aft_er • ~stening ; bhi§ma-uktam-what ~as spoken .by
Bhi~madeva; atlia-as also; acyuta-~kt,am-what ~as SJ?r~~~n by tb~ mfallible Lord K!"~Qa; pravrtta-bemg engaged m; VIJnana.-~.rfect
knowledge; vidhuta-completely washed; vibhram~~ -all m1sg1V1ngs;
Sa§dsa-ruled over; gam-the earth; mdra-the kmg. of. th~ heavenly
planet; iva-like; ajita-asraya~-protected by the mvmc1ble Lord;
paridhi-upcintcim-including the seas; anuja-the younger brothers;
anuvartita~-being followed by them.

TRANSLATION
Maharaja Yudhinhira, after ~ing enlightened by wha( was
spoken by Bhismadeva and Lord Sri IC.f~J;~a, the infallible, engaged
himself in matters of perfect knowledge because all his misgivings
were eradicated. Thus he ruled over the earth and seas and was
followed by his younger brothers.

.

PURPORT

The m~ern English law of primogeniture, or the law of inheritan~e
by the firstborn, was also prevalent in those days when M~hirliJa
Yudhi$lhira ruled the earth and seas. In those days the King of
Hastinlipura (now part of New Delhi) was the emperor of the world, i~
eluding the seas, up to the time of Maharaja Parik~it, the grandson of
Mahlirija Yudhi~~hira. Maharaja Yudhi~~hira 's younger brothers were
acting as his ministers and commanders of state, and there was .full
cooperation between the perfectly religious brothers of the King.
Mahliriija Yudhi~!hira was the ideal king or representative of ~rd Sri
K!"~Qa to rule over the kingdom of earth and was comparable to:King ~n
dra, the representative ruler of the heavenly planets. ~e de~gods l~ke
lndra, Candra, Sii.rya, Varm~a and Vayu are representative kmgs of different planets of the universe, and similarly Maharaja Yudbi~~hira ~~s
also one of them, ruling ov~r the kingdom of the earth. MaharaJa
Yudhi9thira was not a typieallf'unenlightened political leader of modern
democracy. Maharaja Yudhi~~hira was instructed by Bh~madeva and the
infallible Lord also, and therefore he had full knowledge of everything
.
. .
·
in perfection.
The modern elected executive head of a state IS JUSt hke a puppet because he has no kingly power. Even if he is enlightened l~e Mahara~a
Yudhi~!hira, he cannot do anything out of his own good will due to h1s
constitutional position. Therefore, there are so many states over ~he earth
quarreling because of ideological differences or other s.elfish molives. But
a king like Maharaja Yudhi~~hira had no ideology of h1s own. He had but
to follow the instructions of the infallible Lord and the Lord's representative and the authorized agent, Bhi9madeva. It is instructed in the
sdstras that one should follow the great authority and the infallible Lord
without any personal motive and manufactured ideology. Th~refore.' it
was possible for Maharaja Yudhi~!hira to rule the who.le world, mcl~dmg
the seas, because the principles were infallible and umversally apph~ble
to everyone. The conception of one world. state can only be f~ed tf we
can follow the infallible authority. An 1mperfect human bemg cannot
create an ideology acceptable to everyone. Only the perfect and the infallible can create a program which is applicable at every place and can
be followed by all in the world. It is the person who rules, and ~ot the
impersonal government. If the person is perf?ct, the ~overn~ent 1s pe~
fect. If the person is a fool, the govern~ent IS. a fools pa~adtse. That IS
the law of nature. There are so many stones of 1mperfect kmgs or executive heads. Therefore, the executive head must be a trained person like
MahArAja Yudhi$!hira, and he must have the full autocratic power to rule
over the world. The conception of a world state can take shape only
under the regime of a perfect king like Maharaja Yu~hiHh~a. The "::o~~d
was happy in those days because there were kmgs like MaharaJa
Yudhi~thira to rule over the world.
TEXT4
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[Canto 1, Ch. 10

kcimam vava~a parjanyai)
sarva-luima-dugha mahf
sma vrajdn gavai)
payasodhasvatir mudii.

s~icui)

kiimam-everything needed; vavar~a-was showered; parjanyaf;,rains; sarva-everything; kama- necessities; dug~-produccr;
mahi-the land; sL5icu~ sma-moisten; vrajan -pasturmg . grounds;
gava~-the cow; payasd udiuJsvalli)-due to swollen m1lk bags;
mudd-because of a joyful attitude.

Tlb\NSLATION
During the reign of Maharaja Yudhi,thira, the clouds showered
all the water that people needed, and the earth produced all the
necessities of man in profusion. Due to its fatty milk bag and
cheerful attitude, the cow used to moisten the grazing ground with

milk.

PURPORT

The basic principle of economic development is cent~red on .land ~nd
cows. The necessities of human society are food grams, fru1ts, m1lk,
minerals, clothing, wood, etc. One requires all these items to fulfill the
material needs of the body. Certainly one does not require flesh and fish
or iron tools and machinery. During the regime of Maharaja Yudhi~~hira,
all over the world there were regulated rainfalls. Rainfalls are not in the
control of the human being. The heavenly King lndradeva is the controller of rains, and he is the servant of the Lord. When the Lord is
obeyed by the king and the people under the king's administration, there
are regulated rains from the horizon, and these rains are the cau~es of all
varieties of production on the land. Not only do regulated ra.ms h~lp
ample production of grains and fruits, but when they combme w1th
astronomical influences there is ample producti<fn of valuable stones and
pearls. Grains and vegetables can sumptuously feed a man and anim~s,
and a fatty cow delivers enough milk to supply a man ~umptuously w1~h
vigor and vitality. If there is enough milk, enough grams, enough fru1t,
enough cotton, enough silk and enough jewels, then why do the Jl:OOPie
need cinemas, houses of prostitution, slaughterhouses, etc.? What ts the
need of an artificial luxurious life of cinema, cars, radio, flesh and
hotels? Has this civilization produced anything but quarreling individually and nationally? Has this civilization enhanced the cause of
equality and fraternity by sending thousands of men into a hellish factory and the war fields at the whims of a particular man?
It is said here that the cows used to moisten the pasturing land with
milk because their milk bags were fatty and the animals were joyful. Do
they not require, therefore, proper protection for a joyful life by bei~g
fed with a sufficient quantity of grass in the field? Why should men k1ll
cows for their selfish purposes? Why should man not be satisfied with
grains, fruits and milk, which, (X)mbined together, can produce
hundreds and thousands of palatable dishes. Why are there
slaughterhouses all over the world to kill innocent animals? Maharaja
Parik9it, grandson of Maharaja Yudhi~!hira, while touring his vast
kingdom, saw a black man attempting to kill a cow. The King at o~ce arrested the butcher and chastised him sufficiently. Should not a kmg or
executive head protect the lives of the poor animals who are unable to
defend themselves? Is this humanity? Are not the animals of a country
citizens also? Then why are they allowed to he butchered in organized
slaughterhouses? Aie these the signs of equality, fraternity and nonviolence?
Therefore in contrast with the mddern, advanced, civilized form of
government.' an autocracy like Mah9-lija YudhiHhira's is by far superior
to a so-called democracy in which animals are killed and a man less than
an animal is allowed to cast votes for another less-than-animal man.
We are all creatures of material nature. In the Bhagavad-gitii it is said
that the Lord Himself is the seed-giving father and material nature is the
mother of all living, beings in all shapes. Thus mother material nature
has enough foodstuff both for animals and for men, by the grace of the
Father Almighty, Sri K!"~Qa. The human being is the elder brother of all
other living beings. He is endowed w\th intelligence more powerful than

Text~]

Departure of Lord ~z:ta for Dvarakii
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animals for realizing the course of nature and the indications
the
Almighty Father. Human civilizations should depend on the production
of material nature without artificially attempting economic development
to turn the world into a chaos of artificial greed and power only for the
purpose of artificial luxuries and sense gratification. This is but t~e life
of dogs and hogs.

in the footsteps of Mah~r<'lja Yudhi~thira to cleanse man and wipe out
anachronisms.

TEXTS

niidiUlyo vyiitlhayaft kle5d

"'
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~

m:

ruuiya~

samudra giraya~
savaMSpati-vrrudha{t
phalanty ~adhaya/1 sarva/1
kamam anvrtu tasya vai
ruuiya~-rivers; samudra~-oceans; giraya/1-hills and mountains;
savanaspati-vegetables;
virudl~a~£-creepers;
phalanti-active;
Q§adhaya/1-drugs; sarva/1-all; kdmam-necessities; anvrtuseasonal; tasya-for the King; vai-certainly.

TRANSLATION
The rivers, oceans, hills, mountains, forests, creepers and active
drugs, in every season, paid their tax quota to the King in
profusion.

PURPORT
Since Maharaja Yudhi$!hira was under the protection of the ajita, the
infallible Lord, as above mentioned, the properties of the Lord, namely
the rivers. oceans, hills, forests, etc., were all pleased, and they used to
supply their respective quota of taxes to the King. The secret to success is
to take refuge under the protection of the Supreme Lord. Without His
sanction, nothing can be possible. To make economic development by our
own endeavors on the strength of tools and machinery is not all. The
sanction of the Supreme Lord must be there, otherwise despite all instrumental arrangements everything will be unsuccessful. The ultimate
cause of success is the daiva, the Supreme. Kings like Maharaja
.~ Yudhi$!hira knew perfectly well that the king is the agent of the
Supreme Lord to look after the welfare of the mass of people. Actually
the state belongs to the Supreme Lord. The rivers, oceans, forests, hills,
drugs, etc., are not creations of man. They are all creations of the
Supreme Lord, and the living being is allowed to make use of the property o~the Lord, for the service of the Lord. Today's slogan is that everything is for the people, and therefore the government is for the people
and by the people. But to pr6duce a new species of humanity at the present moment on the basis of God consciousness and perfection of human
life, the ideology of godly communism, the world has to again follow in
the footsteps of kings like Mahru-aja Yudhi~thira or Parik~it. There is
enough of everythin~ by the will of the Lord, and we can make proper
use of things to live comfortably without enmity between men, or animal
and man or nature. The control of the Lord is everywhere, and if the
Lord is pleased, every part of nature will be pleased. The river will flow
profusely to fertilize the land; the oceans will supply sufficient quantities
of minerals, pearls and jewels; the forest will supply sufficient wood,
drugsand vegetables, and the seasonal changes will effectively help pro. duce fruits and flowers in profuse quantity. The artificial way of living
depend.ing on factories and tools can render so-called happiness only to a
limited number at the cost of millions. Since the energy of the mass of
people is engaged in factory production, the natural products are being
hampered, and for this the mass is unhappy. Without being educated
properly, the mass of peop1e are following in the footstef>s of the vested
interests by exploiting nall~ral reserves, and therefore there is acute
competition between individual and individual and nation and nation.
There is no control by the trained agent of the Lord. We must look into
the defects of modern civilization by comparison here, and should follow

~ ~: I

~~u&f <tffl'~ ll ~II
daiva-bhilldlma-hetava~

~
ij'l<t~Rtril(il:{: 1
~Cfi~=Oftt:::n..;ml't\:tll': ~: ~l{O=~ ~ ~ II ~ II

O{Q:

Ol[ll:tll':

ajdJa-SaJrav abhavan
jantiiniirit rajni ka.rhicit
rw-never; iitlhaya{t-anxieties; ryiitlhya{t-diseases; k/esa/1trouble due to excessive heat and cold; daiva-bhuta-titma-all due to the
body, supernatural power and other living beings; hetava/1-due to the
cause of; ajata-satrau-unto one who has no enemy; abhavan- happened; jantuntim-of the living beings; rajni-unto the King;
karhicit-at any time.

TRANSLATION
Because of the King's having no enemy, the living beings were
not at any time dist~rbed by mental agonies, diseases, or excessive
heat or cold.

PURPORT
To be nonviolent to human beings and to be a killer or enemy of the
poor animals is Satan's philosophy. In this age there is enmity toward
poor animals, and therefore the poor creatures are always anxious. The
reaction of the poor animals is being forced on hkan society, and
therefore there is always the strain of cold or hot war between men, individually, coUectively or nationally. At the time of Maharaja
Yu~thira, there were no different nations, although there were different subordinate states. The whole world was united, and the supreme
head, being a trained king like Yudhi$!hira, kept all the inhabitants free
from anxiety, diseases and excessive heat and cold. They were not only
economically well-to-do, but also physically fit and undisturbed by
supernatural power, by enmity from other living beings and by disturbance of bodily and mental agonies. There is a proverb in Bengali that a
bad king spoils the kingdom and a bad housewife spoils the family. This
truth is applicable here also. Because the King was pious and obedient to
the Lord and sages, because he was no one's enemy and because he was a
recognized agent of the Lord and therefore protected by Him, all the
citizens under the King's protection were, so to speak, directly protected
by the Lord and His authorized agents. Unless one is pious and recognized by the Lord, he cannot make others happy who are under his care.
There is full cooperation between man and <rlld and man and nature, and
this conscious cooperation between man and God and man. and nature, as
exemplified by King Yudhi~lhira, can bring about happin~s, peace and
prosperity in the world. The attitude of exploiting one another, the
custom of the day, will only bring misery.

~itv4

r

luistinapure

masan katipaytin hari~
suhrdarit ca viSokdya
svasu$ ca priya-kdmyayti

~itllli-staying; h4siinapure-in the city of Hastinapura; 17ldsdnmonths; katipayan-a ·few; 1Ulri~-Lord Sri ~~l).a; suhrdam-relatives; ca-also; viSokdya-for pacifying them; svasu~-the sister; caand; priya-k4myaya-for pleasing.
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TRANSLATION

Sri

[CJIJlto I, Ch. 10, Text 12)

Srimad-Bhagavatam

Hari, Lord

Sri

~~~a, resided at Hastinipura for a few

months to pacify His relatives and please His own sister
[Subhadra].
PURPORT
Kr~r:ta was to start for Dvaraka, His own kingdom, after the Battle of
KUJuk~etra and Yudhi$\hira's being enthroned, but to oblige the request

of Maharaja Yudhi$~hira and to show special mercy to Bhi$madeva, Lord
~$J:la stopped at Hastinapura, the capital of the Par;t~avas. The Lord
decided to stay especially to pacify the aggrieved King as well as to please
Subhadra, sister of Lord Sri Kr~r:ta. Subhadra was especially to be
pacified because she lost her only son, Abhimanyu, who was just married. The boy left his wife, Uttara, mother of Maharaja Parik~it. The
Lord is always pleased to satisfy His devotees in any cap~city. Only His
devotees can play the parts of His relatives. The Lord is absolute.

vrkodara.S ca dhaumy a.S ca
striyo matsya-sutadaya~
na sehire vimuhyanto
viraharit sarriga-dhanvana{t
subhadra-the sister of Kr$r:ta; draupadr-the wife of the PAJ;J~vas;
kunti-tqe mo~her of the Par:t~avas; vira!a-tanaya-the daughter of
Viriita (Uttara); tatha-also; gandhan-the mother of Duryodhana;
dhrtarti§tra~-the father of Duryodhana; ca- and; yuyutsu{t-the son
of Dhrtarii$\fa by his vaiSya wife; gautama~-~pliciirya; yamau - the
twin brothers Nakula and Sahadeva; vrkodara~-Bhima; ca-and;
d~umya~-Dha1.1mya; ca- and; striya{t-also other ladies of the
palace; matsya-suta-cidaya(t-the daughter of a fisherman (Satyavati,
Bhi$rna's stepmoth~r); na- could not; sehire,..-tolerate; vimuhyantalt,almost fainting; viraham - separation; sartiga-dhanvana~-of Sri
~$r:ta, who bears a conch in His hand.

TEXTS

TRANSLATION

~~:~iitll~~l
~ N ~~msf~: ,, ~ 11
iimcmtrya cabhya.nujitdla~
pari$vajyabhivddya tam
aruroha ratharit kai.Scit
pa~vakto 'bhioodita{t

PURPORT

amantrya-taking permission; ca-and; abhyanujnata{t-being permitted; pari$vajya-embracing ; abhivcidya-bowing down at the feet;
tam-unto Maharaja Yudhi~\hira; aruroha-ascended; ratham-the
chariot;
kai.Scit-by someone; pctri$vakta{t-being embraced;
abhivadita{t-being offered obeisances.
TRANSLATJON
Afterwards, when the Lord asked permission to depart and the
King gave it, the Lord offered His respects to Maharaja Yudhi~thira
by bowing down at his feet, and the King embraced Him. After this
the Lord, being embraced by o thers JIJld receiving their
obeisances, got into His chariot.
PURPORT
Maharaja Yudhi$\hira was the elder cousin of Lord ~~r;ta, and
theref()re while departing {r()rn him the l,Qrd bowed down at the King's
feet. The King embraced Him as a younger brother, although the King
knew perfectly well that ~$r:ta is the Supreme Personality of Godhead.
The Lord takes pleasure when some of His devotees accept Him as less
important in terms of love. No one is greater than or equal to the Lord,
but He takes pleasure in being treated as younger than His devotees.
These are all transcendental pastimes of the Lord. The impersonalist cannot enter into the supernatural roles played by the devotee of the Lord.
Thereafter Bhima and Arjuna embraced the Lord because they were of
the same age, but Nakula and Sahadeva bowed down before the Lord because they were younger than He.

Q.. "

"'~fft ~~ m~ ~~: \l~o ll
subhadra draupadi kunti
vird!a-tanaya tatha
g6ndhari dhrtarti§!raS ca
yuyutsur gautamo yamau

Lord Sri ~$r:ta is so attractive for the living beings, especially for the
devotees, that it is impossible for them to tolerate separation. The conditioned soul under the spell of illusory energy forgets the Lord, otherwise
he cannot. The feeling of such separation cannot be described, but it can
simply be imagined by devotees only. After His separation from
Vrnda,vana and the innocent rural cowherd boys, girls, ladies and others,
they all felt shock throughout their lives, and the separation of
Radhara~i, the most beloved cowherd girl, is beyond expression. Once
they met at Kuruk$etra during a solar eclipse, and the feeling which was
express~d by them is heartrending. There is, of cl)urse, a difference in
the qualities of the transcendental devotees of tlf e Lord, but none of
them who have ever contacted the Lord by direct communion or otherWise can leave Him for a moment. That is the attitude of the pure
devotee.

TEXTS ll-12
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sat-sarigan mukta-du?Jsarigo
hiuurit notsahate budhalt
kirtyamiinarit ya.So ya.sya
sakrd iikart.tya rocanam
ta.smin nya.sta-dhiya{t partha~
saheran viraharit katham
darsana-sparia-saritlapasayannsana-bhojanai~~

TEXTS 9-10

~~~'t~mt~\
~ ~~ !!f!~irfaql ~q{ "
~~ ~~ ~ '4cf!lijdli(ti! l

At that time Subhadrii, Draupadi, Kunti, Uttari, Gandhiiri,
Dhrtarii$tra, Yuyutsu, ~piiciirya, NaJmla, Sahadeva, Bhimasena,
Dhaumya and Satyavali all nearly fainted because it was impossible
£or them to hear separation from Lord K~~

sat-sangat- by the association of pure devotees; mukta-du?Jsa1iga~
freed from bad materialistic association; hatum-to give up; na
utsahate-never attempts; budha~-one who has understood the Lord;
kirtyamanam-glorifying; ya.Sa{t-fame; ya.sya-whose; sakrt-once
only; iikart.tya-hearing only; rocanam-pleasing; ta.smin-unto Him;
nya.sta-dhiya~-one who has given his mind unto Him; parthM,-the
sons of Pttha; saheran-can tolerate; viraham-separation; kathamhow; dar.Sana-seeing face to face; spar.Sa-touching; saritliipacon~ersing; sayana-sleeping; cisana-sitting; bhojanai{t-dining
toget~er.
(continued in next issue)

A look at the worldwide activities of the International Society for Krishna Consciousness.

Parents Proud of Krsna
• • • ·Movement
Recently, a few people, including
some elements of the news media, have
leveled charges against ISKCON ranging
from "brainwashing" to "kidnapping"
to "false advertising." Leading the attack are a few parents of devotees. To
gauge the broad sentiment of our members' parents, we did a survey and found
the overwhelming majority favorable to
the Kr~t:ta consciousness movement.
Here are two typical reSponses to our
question, " How would you evaluate
your child's participation in the Hare
Kr~Qa movement?"
Mrs. Polly Perlmutter of Bloomfield,
Connecticut, said this:
"My son Daniel (Srava1,1ananda dasa)
entered the Hare Kr!?r;ta movement
almost five years ago.... I would say that
the movemenJ has given a discipline and
deep meaning to my son;s life. l do not
forget that this movement is not all
things to all people, but to my son it is
fulfilling and beautiful. In our minds (my
husband's and mine) we compare our
son's life to the life of a Catholic monk
or a religious Jew in a Hassidic sect.
" Do I think that my son is brainwashed? l can best answer this by asking
the question, 'Is our very society not
being brainwashed daily by the advertising media (liquor and cigarette ads) and
pornographic movies and literature?'
And what about the children who are
being 'educated' by the violence and killing on television? I prefer that my son is
devoting his life to the love of God and
the service of humanity-a rare endeavor in this age. And since I know that
my son has voluntarily chosen the Hare
Kr$l.la movement to exercise these
rights, and that he can leave it whenever
he wishes, I cannot see' , how the term
'brainwashing' can be applicable to this
movement. I sincerely believe from my
contacts with many devotees that they
are happy and have found fulfillment by
loving and serving Lord Kpg1a (God).
This may not be my wish for my life, but
my son has chosen it for his, and I
wholeheartedly respect it."
Mrs. Loretta F. Senesi of Long Island,
New York, had this to say:
" I have a son who has been in the
Hare Kr$1)a movement for six years, and

see how some people live, how they are
wasting their lives, I say thank God for
Kr~1.1a consciousness."
Meanwhile, on the West Coast, Mrs.
Rose Forkash (left) of Carpenteria,
California, has organized devotees'
parents to counteract the propaganda
against ISKCON and to deepen the communication between devotees and their
parents. Mrs. Forkash, the mother of
LIIasakti dasi', ~nows many devotees
personally. Her advice to others whose
children are "Krishnas": "I hope the
parents will look into the hearts of their
children and see what they're seeingand learn to love God, as they are."

I can truly say that I have respect and admiration for him. He married in the
movement and has a devoted wife and
two lovely children. They live clean,
spiritual lives and are happy. I have ·
visited the temple many times and par- ·
ticipated in ·their devotional services, ·
spoken w~th many devotees, and seen
their enthusiasm. They are all intelligent, honest, and sincere. My son has
been free to visit at home with his
family, and he has done so many times. I
feel that the Kr$l.la movement has given
my son a new purpose in life, and also a
deep concern for his fellow man.
"The Bill of Rights guarantees freedom of religion. .Where is this freedom .
wheri parents are allowed to kidnap their ·
children and forcibly try to change their
beliefs? These same parents should, I
feel, love their children for what they .
are, and not for what they want them to
be. What objection can there be to this
movement, when the devotees are working for the Lord and all mankind, trying
to spread God consciousness throughout
the world? When you look around and

Linguist Lauds
Bhagavad-gita As It Is
Dr. William F. Shipley, professor of
linguistics at the University of California
(Santa Cruz), has this to say about the
. book widely known as "the essence of all
Vedic knowledge": " The Bhaktivedanta
Book Trust edition of the Bhagavad-gita
As It Is (by His Divine Grace A. C.
Bhakt ivedanta Swami Prabhupada)
proves to be an inspiration and a
delight. . . . This is a beautiful book,
subtly combining excellent scholarship
with a reverent sensitivity."

We Want to Hear from You
Tell us what you like, and what you don't like,
about BACK TO GODHEAD maga~ioe. We'll
print as many letters as we can. Here's our ad·
dress:
The Editors
BACK TO GODHEAD magazine

3764 Watseka Ave.
Los Angeles
California 90034

Vedic Calendar
Yeat490,.Ca~Unya t~.a

Kf¥.1a consciou' dtvott..·~n follow a spiritual calendat that divides the yw into twelve months, &leh named for a
different fOfm of k(l~ The yur is full ol Kft.,a consOous festivals• .1.nd some of the upcoming ones are listed
here. The- OOvotHS of the lSICCON center neottest yoo win gladly tell you .about the mttaning of 11\ese fe$tiv.t;ls.
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describing any kind of persuasion or be- ·
havior that we disagree with.
T he Kr~Da consciousness movement
is a bona fide religious and cultural
organization based upon the ancient
spiritual tradition of India. Its founder
and spiritual leader, His Divine Grace
A. C. Bhaktivedanta Swami Prabhupiida,
is a distinguished scholar and religious
leader of international repute. His authoritative translations and commentaries on India's ancient religious and
philosophical classics are studied in universities throughout the world.
The ways in which people join the
Krsna consciousness movemen l are
qu(te in formal (talking with members,
reading books, using Kr~1)a consciousness medi tation techniques, and so
forth) . A member of the movement is
free to increase or decrease his invol vement as he or she sees fit. A lso, an intensi ve psychological study of more than ·
fifty members conducted in 1975 by Dr.
A llan Gerson produced not the slightest
sign of"brainwashing." I n fact, Dr. Ger~ .
son was surprised by the members'
above-average mental health.

his deaih •camps "Charitable Foundations for Institutional Care."

THE THREAT TO YO U
"Deprogrammers" are a ruthless
bunch. William Willoughby, religion editor of the.Washington Star, revealed the
mercenary side of "deprogramming"
when he wrote, "The fees they're charging run $3,000.00 or more for the kidnappings and brainwashing (pardon me,
deprogramming) .... " Frighteningly,
"deprogramming" groups have gotten
police, judges, and district attorneys to
bend the law in assisting "deprogrammings." A nd, because of their mercenary moti ves, ''deprogrammers" have ab-

" DEPROGRAM MI NG"RE ALITY- INDUCI NG T HER APY ?
Parents sometimes make up their own
minds to hire deprogrammers. More
often, however, the deprogrammers actively persuade parents that their sons
and daughters have been "brainwashed" by the Kr~Da consciousness
movement or are under its "mind control." Some parents have hired
vigilantes like Ted Patrick (who is now
serving a one-year jail sentence, in
OrangeCounty, California, for false imprisonment of' a Kr~ ~~a member). Such
" deprogramming" amounts to nothing
. less than extreme psychological and
often physical intimidation aimed at inducing a person to renounce his or
her life-style. Usually, the "deprogrammers" isolate and restrain the victim. T hen they confiscate and destroy
religious apparel and possessions
(books, holy pictures, and so forth), and
they vilify the person's beliefs through
hours of shouting. In one case, they
physically beat a pregnant mother. In
another case, a Hare Kr$Da member
refused to stop reciting prayers, and they
filled his mouth with ice and gagged him.
Such "deprogramming" often lasts for
several weeks-all this to get the "brainwashed" person back to a "normal"
state, in which he can again make "free
choices." That these torture sessions
have been euphemistically called "stress
tests," " intensive therapy," and
. "reality-induc(ng therapy" should not,
perhaps, strike l1S as unusual. I n our age
of Orwellian " Newspeak," H itler named

Dr. Stillson Judah, a professor and
Librarian Emeritus at Berkeley's
Graduate Theological Union, s peaks
out against " deprograrnming." Church
& State magazine says, " Let us bury it
~ore it buries our liberties."
ducted not. only Hare Kr~Da members
but .also Cathol ics and Protestants,
among oth ers. I n H uman Behavior
rriagazine W ay-ne Sage reports, "The deprogrimimer.s $ay, privately, that they
would ,Jike .to use . their tech niques
against ..Moi'rrwns and Jehovah's W it. nesses. " I L"deprogrammers" and their
acadeinic a:c.complices succeed in getting
lega l . cover (o r their cr i mes, any
American .\Vho lives a life contrary to
their standards will face abduction and
torture. Judge Logan Moore said to Ted
Patrick on the day of his sentencing,
" T his country never functioned well
under vigilantes. Your efforts are such,
and if we ruled in your favor, it wouldn't
stop with anyone. We would have condemned religious freedom."
The National Council of Churches and
other organizations have looked into the
issue. The Council found no evidence of
brainwashing among the religions, but
plenty of evidence to condemn the
deprogrammers. The Council's Governing Board said, " . . . kidnapping to compel reHgious deconversion is criminal."
T he world's . leading exper t on brain.. wash in~ , Dr. . Wilham Sargant, said in

Britain's Guardian (October 4, l976)
that "deprogramming'~ "is: the sort of
thing Charles Manson used on people
and very much the sort of thing that was
done to Patty Hearst." Dr. Sargant concluded by saying that he would be
"dreadfully horrified" if · "deprogramming" came into use in Britain.
In another recent editorial, Church &
State magazine said, "For the state
through the police and courts to allow
and thereby encourage religious kidnapping is for the state itself to blast gaping
holes through the constitutional shields
of our most basic rights which the police
and courts exist to defend. . .. Law enforcement officials must protect the
righ ts of aiL persons to believe as they
please and must restrain the deprogrammers .... Let i.ls bury it [ " deprqgramming'') before it buries our'liberties. "
What disturbs us most is the rrilstrust
that "deprogrammers'' ar.e .planting in
the public's mind about meditation,
yoga, and chanting Hare Kpma. Science
is proving the effectiveness of these
techniques in advancing the cause of
personal and social health. And, in
December, 1976, Governor Edmund
Brown, Jr., urged the sending of
"priests, nuns, ministers, and Hare
Kr~Da followers" into California's mental hospitals to help improve patient conditions. Hare Kr~Da mantra meditation is
helping thousands of Americans to raise
their consciousness to higher and happier levels. It seems tragic that this good
work is being maligned.

PLEASE HE LP US
CORRECT THIS SITUATIO N
There is a threat to our basic human
rights, and the time for action is now. We
urge aii .Americalis ofconscierice to take
a stand against criminal ''deprogram- ·
ming"-please contact the : press and
radio and television stations and the
police, the court~. and other government
agencies in your local area. We especially
urge psychiatrists, psychologists, and
doctors to speak out against t he misuse
of their professions. T o help in the New
York case, write a letter (protesting the
absurd and unprecedented charge
of "illegal imprisonment by mind
control") to
Nicholas Ferraro
District Attorney, Queens County
125-01 Queens Boulevard
Kew Gardens, New York 11415
If you want more information on how
you can help, or if you area professional
(doctor, l awyer, psychologist) and
can give us advice or assistance, please
write to
·
Michael A. Grant
3764 W atseka Ave .. ·
LA. CA.
90034
,
. '
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llotes from llorthern Ireland
A former civil rights
worker went to the
war-torn island with an
ancient peace formula. It
was disarmingly simple.
by Gurudiisa Swami /

•

" Civil War in Northern Ireland."
"Bomb Scare in Hotel Europa-Three
Die in Terrorist Attack. " The headlines
screamed across the world from the tiny
island.
"Control Zone- Unattended Vehicles
Will Be Towed Away," the yellow signs
shouted, and they seemed to be everywhere. At first we couldn't figure out the
reason for the signs, but we soon
learned: terrorists put a bomb in a stolen
car, drive the car-bomb up to a target,
then run and let the bomb go off.
Usually, the target is a pub; more casualties that way. We also saw plenty of oil
drums filled with cement and connected
by thick iron bars, looking like so many
fat folk dancers with their arms on one
another's shoulders. These drums keep
car-bombs from coming up past the
curbs and next to the buildings.
A man with one leg, another with a
patch over an eye, a maimed child-all
were common sights. At the infamous
junction of the Falls and Shankhill roads
(the scene of much of Be lfast's
violence), we met a man from the bomb
squad, which is called "Felix" because
they need nine lives and then some.
Whenever there's a bomb scare or an
unattended package or car, they come to
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investigate and, if necessary, to deactivate. "Our job isn't easy," the
man explained, " because these bombs
have devices that explode if you move
them or even shine a flashlight on them.
Quite a few of my friends have been
blown up."
One day we saw and heard two great
explosions and two buildings blown to
the ground. Rubble was everywhere. A
blackish cloud hung over the area for
hours, and human limbs stuck out from
between the wood and stone. Another
day we were on the way to a launderette
with large bundles of clothes. We asked
directions, and when we reached the
spot where the launderette was supposed
to be, there was nothing left. Most times
when we went to use a phone box, we'd
find it bomb-gutted.
By asking a few questions, we learned
that the terrorists start their training at
age five and their vandalism at age six. In
fact, a six-year-old's first duty is setting
bombs off. As a result, bands of youngsters roam the streets, and bombs may
explode at any moment. One day we
noticed that except for a few smouldering scraps, a huge gasoline storage tank
had disappeared.
On every street we saw the remnants

of houses that may once have been the
whole world to the people who lived in
them. The illusion was gone now, of
course. Here was bare-faced evidence of
how the material world changes and
decays. You just couldn' t get around itsomething once quite solid now destroyed, someone once quite alive now
dead, someone once quite happy now
heartbroken. You could say this for
Belfast: the old adage "Here today, gone
tomorrow" really hit home.
The people's character seemed just
Photos: Muralivadana dasa

Far left: here I am, leading the chanting of Hare K~!_i~a on a
grim gray day in the town square of Lurgen, near Belfast.
Left: here, atop a refurbis hed old Swedis h bus, we're
chanting Hare K~!,i~a in downtown Belfast. Middle: on an
unusually sunny morning in Bangor, three devotees chant
Hare K~!_i~ a. Nearby, some school girls waiting for a bus
seem to be enjoying what they're hearing. Middle,
below : a motorcyclist in Lurgen talks with a devotee. In
a town called either Derry or Londonderry (depending
on your point of view), a man told us, " No one comes
here anymore- they're too afraid." Below: the
dramas and the chanting were highlights of our
festivals. (This one took place at Woodvale
Park, on Belfast 's S hank hill Road.)

about as changeable-a strange mixture
of piety and mischief, peace and violence, happiness and sadness, mysticism
and cynicism, friendliness and suspicion.
Very rarely did anyone walk alone; they
were more likely to stay in groups,
almost like herds of animals leery of
attack. Younger children told me that
they didn't go out after dark, for fear of
being shot. Anxiety appeared to be the
watchword.
One man who visited our mobile bustemple said it seemed like "a portable
oasis." It was a small oasis, to be sure,
but anyone could come in off the street
and take in the peaceful feeling of the little temple room and its library of age-old
Vedic literatures, English renderings by
my spiritual master, His Divine Grace
A. C. Bhaktivedanta Swami Prabhupiida.
Our advance man, Bhaumadeva dasa,
would go ahead of the bus to see

professors, community leaders, terrorist
leaders, po lice spokesmen, youth
groups, and newspaper and t.v. reporters, and he set up a good number of
festival programs for our group. A number of people were so glad we were coming that they gave us an honorarium. In a
town called either Derry or Londonderry
(depending on your point of view), one
man was crying. " We thank you so
much!" he said. " No one comes here
anymore- they're too afraid. They won't
even come for money, what to speak of
for an idea or belief, as you people
have."
In Belfas t we saw hundreds of
bombed-out houses, with windows broken and roofs charred- blackish skele-

tons that used to be brownstone shelters.
Soldiers carrying machine guns were a
common sight. But life went on, the
soldiers mixing with the shoppers, even
though at any moment violence could
break out. The people stepped over and
through rubble as if it didn't exist.
On the day we arrived, television,
radio, and newspaper interviewers came
to talk with us. One man asked, " What
can you suggest that would put an end to
the fighting between the Catholics and
the Protestants?"
" We can overcome this sectarianism," I said, " if we can understand
what's inside our bodies-if we can relate
on a loving basis of soul to soul. T his
fighting because of 'Catholicism' or
' Protestantism' or any 'ism' is artificial.
Love of God is for everybody; it's not
'Catholic' or protestant.' Would we
say, ' He's Mr. Green Coat;
he's Mr. Orange Shirt'?
Then why should we say
' He's Catholic; he's Protestant' ? What is the historical
or geographical beginning of
love of God? It has no beginning or end. So the alternative
to this problem of sectarianism
is to understand that we are not
these material bodies, with all
their labels. We're spiritual persons; we all have the same spiritual father."
In a slightly challenging tone, a
t.v. announcer asked, " Do you
think that Northern Ireland can use
another religion? Do you think
another religion will help?"
I answered, "This is not exactly a
religion; it's a way of life. Northern
Ireland and the world could surely use
another way of life." The man ended his
interview with " T hank you" and a
thoughtful " Hmmm."
Many people would ap proach us as we
went arou nd the cou ntry. Sometimes
they'd say, " If there were more like you,
this would be a better place." Apparently
they wanted to hear us, because they
made room for us right in the middle of
their towns. So, surrounded by soldiers,
barricades, and barbed wire, we put on
festivals. The first day in Lurgen a huge
crowd of people came.
Of course, at night we always made it a
point to stay outside the cities, because
of the possible violence. In Lurgen, for
instance, we stayed near a big lake. In
Lisburne, we found a little country lane.
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In Bangor, a port town, the people gave
us permission to stay at Pickie Pool
Marina, a natural seawater pool.
We put on festivals in Bangor (on the
coast) for three days. Each one of our
programs included chanting and explaining the mahii-mantra (Hare Kr~l)a, Hare
Kr~l)a, Kr~IJ.a Kr~IJ.a , Hare Hare/ Hare
Rama, Hare Rama, Rama Rama, Hare
Hare), a short talk with questions and
answers, a drama, a film, and vegetarian
prasiida (spiritual food). The people were
really receptive.
One of the highlights, we found, was
the drama. We put on two street plays,
The Boatman and the Scholar and The
Genie in the Bottle. The latter depicted a
genie who came out of the bottle warning that if he didn't get something to do,
he'd kill the person who'd set him free.
The idea was that if you don't engage
your mind in something useful, your
mind will do away with its master, your
intelligence. Bhaumadeva, our advance
man, made a delightful genie-with
green cheeks, purple lips, wide, bulging
eyes, and so on. He'd spring out of the
"bottle" (a blanket) right there on the
street. In the towns and villages we did
this play many times, and the people
would get amazingly involved.
At first the king (who had liberated
the genie) would say, "I want you to
repair and wash all the broken windows
in Belfast." That's a lot of broken windows, but the genie would make a noise,
run off, and be back practically in no
time.
" It's done, master."
Next the king would ask the genie,
"Trim all the hedges in my kingdom,"
and the genie would run off and come
back again almost before the king could
turn around.
Finally, with sword flashing , the genie
would say, "Give me something else to
do-or I'll kill you!"
When the king couldn't think of anything else to keep the genie busy, he'd
muse to himself, "Ah! The genie should
chant Hare Kr~l)a -that's one thing you
can do forever!"
At that point, the king encouraged the
whole crowd to help the genie in chanting, and the people would join in the
chanting to help keep the genie satisfied.
A young girl said, "This is the third time
I've seen this play; I like the genie."
Many times we'd talk with people on
the street-all kinds of people, some
from the Ulster Defense Army (the
U.D.A.), others from the I.R.A. , still
others from the peace movement, and
occasionally a few from "Felix," the
bomb squad.
In Belfast, almost daily we went into
the City Centre and through the bar20 BACK TO GODHEAD

ricades of the Control Zone, where we.
put on a street drama, gave an address,
and chanted Hare Kr~IJ.a. The people
received us quite well. Once, when a
drunken man tried to disrupt the play,
the audience shouted him away.
Even the radio and television spread
the word when we were getting ready to
go into the two big trouble areas, the
Shankhill and Falls roads. One was a
Protestant stronghold, the other a
Catholic stronghold; fighting would
break out at the junction. And these
people weren't just squabbling or namecalling. They meant business and shot to

kill, and, as I say, their children were
taking after them. Yet many from both
sides would ask us " When are you coming? When you do, our house is the
green one on the right" (or whatever).
Once the car battery ran out, and I asked
a gentleman to help. He did, and he
asked me what we were doing in Northern Ireland. When I told him he said, " If
there's anything you need-anythingjust come to my house and ask me. Day
or night-just ask."
On top of the bus we mounted a platform that held six to eight devotees.
Then we installed a run-around railing
and a public-address system, complete
with two microphones and some sturdy
speakers. All over Northern Ireland's
towns and villages, most people were
both friendly and eager to share our festive mood. Sometimes they'd dance in
the street or give us " thumbs up" from
their windows. Policemen and soldiers
grinned. One trooper put his gun down
and took a photo as we passed. The
children ran out of holes in the battered

Below: here we are on the Falls Road,
in Belfast. A few devotees are giving
these children candy and invitations to
come to a festival in a nearby park.
Just when we were preparing to leave
and had stopped chanting, some of
these same children who'd been so
joyous and peaceful started throwing
stones. (We came back the next day
and put on the festival anyway. There
were no stones in the park.)

walls. Old people smiled and hobbled along after us, and many
swayed their heads to one side
(their silent way of saying, "That's
nice"). Some of the kids jumped up and
down when we went by, and many of
them climbed onto the bus and joined
us. Others just waved, and we waved
back. Once, through open windows,
what looked like a whole schoolhouseful
of hands and faces waved and smiled.
People encouraged us in so many
ways. They were especially friendly when
we rode on the top of the bus like that. In
a grand procession we'd go along the
Falls Road, chanting and dancing on top
of the bus. At the same time I'd announce that we were going to come to a
specific park the next day and give out
spiritual food. Then Bhaumadeva-the
genie-would get out of the bus and pass
out leaflets and candy. A million kids
would follow him, as though he were
handing out gold. They were chanting
Hare Kr~l)a and skipping and following
the bus down the street.

Also, I'd talk to the people through
the public-address system and encourage
them to chant. Sometimes, when I saw
people standing before their shops, I'd
say something like, "Everyone in
Nelly's Knitting Store should chant
Hare Kmta." They would be all excited
because we were speaking about them in
their shops, and they'd trY to chant.
Other times I'd say, "Anyone with his
hands in his pockets and his front teeth
missing should chant Hare Kr~J)a."
When they realized that we were speaking about them, they'd perk up and
chant. Or I'd say, "Anyone walking a
dog should chant Hare Kr~J)a," or "All
patients in the Royal Hospital should
chant Hare Kt~J)a," and so on.
One very interesting thing happened
in the Falls Road. Just when we were
preparing to leave and had stopped
chanting, some of the same children
who'd been so joyous and peaceful
reverted to their old ways. They started

picking up stones and throwing them at
us on top of the bus, and we had to leave
rather hurriedly. It seemed that as soon
as the chanting stopped, the genie of the
mind wanted to go on a killing spree
again and block out the natural good
feelings for Kr~Qa and everybody else.
It was becoming clear. When someone
is thinking "I'm Irish," "I'm American," "I'm African," that's a lower state
of consciousness. A more evolved state
of consciousness would be, "I'm a spiritual individual; I have a lasting, loving
relationship with the Lord, with everyone." Of course, that basic idea appears
in all the scriptures of the world. You'd
think it would have sunk in by now, but
some of these people weren't too keen

on hearing it. Sometimes they'd come people said it after me.
up, pretend to be interested, and sud- · "Now I'd like to introduce these andenly start jeering. And sometimes cient instruments. These little hand cymyoung people would throw stones. bals are called karatdlas; they're made
Usually, though , the people were from old guns-certainly a nice alternabeautiful.
tive for Northern Ireland. This is the
Take the Senior Citizens Club of basic rhythm-one-two-three, one-twoColeraine, for instance. The festival we three, one-two-three-and you can
put on for them was much like other follow it by clapping your hands. Then
festivals (including ones at the Overseas I'd introduce the mrdanga (an oblong
Students Club, the Baha'i hall, a girl's clay drum whose small end makes a bellschool called Fort Hill Intermediate, like sound and whose big end makes a
Ulster College, Queens College, and long, low sound) and the harmonium (a
Londonderry Technical School).
small, hand-pumped Indian "organ").
"We're members of the International While everyone was clapping, I exSociety for Krishna Consciousness," I plained that chanting is a spiritual conbegan. "This isn't a new movement. It's versation. "First you hear the leader
been going on for thousands and thou- sing, and then you sing while he listens.
sands of years. In fact, the Vedic culture So let's try it." The senior citizens got
is as old as the planet. We're dedicated to into the chanting easily and seemed to be
simple living, with God as the goal and really enjoying themselves. You'd have
God as the center of all that we do. This sworn they had done this before.
life-style is also known as bhakti-yoga,
Then I spoke a little bit about the
the yoga of devotion.
"old-age problem." "In the
Vedic culture," I said, "people
who were old and experienced
in living were honored rather
than neglected. Even if an
older person couldn't walk far,
people would come to hear
him. This is called sannydsa,
the renounced stage of life.
At that point all the knowledge, all the training, all the
experience, all the practice
that you've gained you give
to others. Not that the very
people you once supported
now reject you-instead,
they respect you all the more. Nowadays,
they're only waiting for you to leave
them something in your will. In the
Left and above: not far from
Vedic
culture, the elderly really give
Belfast's city hall, "the
something to the whole society-they
genie" delights his audience.
give God consciousness."
He'd warn everyone that if he
Before the festival ended we put on
didn't get something to do, he'd
our "genie" drama-everyone got
involved in it-and again we had a
"kill" the person who had set
question-and-answer session, feasting,
him free. Many people would
and chanting. During the last chant the
follow us around the city to see the play
senior citizens got up and raised their
again. A few said, "We haven't seen so
arms "toward Kr~Qa" (I showed them,
many smiles here in a long time."
naturally), and we did "the swami step"
(one foot crossing the other, back and
"The backbone of this yoga process is forth-Srila Prabhupada showed this to
chanting or singing the holy name of the his first American students, back in
Lord. This chanting is called a mantra. 1966). So all of us chanted and danced
The word manas means 'mind,' and tr together. When it was time to leave,
means 'to deliver' -a cleansing of the these kind people said the festival had
mind. When we sing Hare Kr~J)a, we been "one of the best moments of our
cleanse the mind of all the dust that has lives. Now, what more can we do for
accumulated there. This is a yoga process Kr~Qa ?"
that we can all do very simply. Yoga
"If you and your children and granddoesn't really mean that you have to do children keep chanting Hare Kr~Qa," I
gymnastics or push your nose; it means said, "you'll see what more Kr~Qa can
that you link up with God, Kt~Qa." Then do for you. For one thing, you'll have
I said the Hare Kt~J)a mantra, and the peace here in Northern Ireland."
0
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Photographs by Bhargava dasa
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eportedly someone
once asked Gandhi,
"What do you think of
Western civilization?"
He quipped, "I think it
would be a good idea."
Another time he observed,
"The real strength ofindia [of
the age-old Vedic civilization)
lies in her villages."
It used to be easy for us
New Yorkers and Londoners
and Chicagoans and Parisians
to shrug off remarks like
these. ("What do those people know, anyway?")
It used to be easy, until people like Dr. Theodore Roszak
and E. F. Schumacher (a British economist, no less)
pointed to corruption and
polludon and started writing
books like Where the Wasteland Ends and Small Is
Beaur(ful-telling us what
those people knew all along.

R

" The cultivation and expansion of needs," says
Schumacher, "is the antithesis
of wisdom... the antithesis of
freedom and peace. Every increase of needs tends to increase one's dependence on
outside forces over which one
cannot have control, and
therefore increases existential
fear. Only by a reduction of
needs can one promote a
genuine reduction in those
tensions which are the ultimate cause of strife and war."
The people on these pages
make use of simple technology-things that really
save time and labor. They just
don't care for technology that
saves you little and enslaves
you a lot. They have enough
of everything, but over profit
margins and migraine
headaches they prefer peace
of mind and freedom of soul.

Sunset casts a soft glow over
""~.n,.,p architecture (left). In
villages we find fields,
flowers, lakes, trees, buildings, and pathways that satisfy
our yearning for beauty. The
boy and his cow (below) and
the sage chanting mantras on
his beads (left page) remind
us what civilization is about.
The cow provides milk, butter, yogurt, and cheese, the
bull pulls the plow, and the
man oflearning offers
wisdom-he guides people
toward their life's fulfillment.

These people sometimes use
simple gadgets; it'sjust that
they don't let the gadgets use
them. With his spinning wheel
(below, left) this man makes
raw cotton, wool, or silk into
thread. With her handloom
(right) this lady makes thread
into fabric. (Here, in fact,
she's fashioning a sari. The
decorative borders call for exquisite craftsmanship.)
Finally, the tailor (below,
right) takes the fabric plus his
tape measure, pencil, scissors,
and needle and thread (maybe
a sewing machine, too) and
makes you a custom shirt or
jacket, or whatever. All this
without smokestacks or
punch clocks or shutdowns or
markups. Things are plain and
simple, and peaceful.

This man (right) is an intellectual, though he may or
may not be able to tell you
about Newtonian physics. He
studies the ancient Vedic
literatures, which answer
questions like "Who are we
really?" "Why are we here?''
and "Where are we going
when we leave?"
As we've seen, the Vedic
civilization (the "wisdom
civilization") rests upon the
cow and bull (rather than the
slaughterhouse and factory)
and upon the real intellectual
(the man of wisdom). Here
Mr. Schumacher makes a
comment: "The neglect, indeed the rejection, of wisdom
has gone so far that most of
our intellectuals have not

even the faintest idea what the
term could mean. As·a result,
they always tend to try and
cure a disease by intensifying
its causes. The diseases having been caused by allowing
·cleverness to displace
wisdom, no amount of clever
research is likely to produce a
cure... . Wisdom can be found
only inside oneself. ... We are
suffering from a metaphysical
disease, and the cure must
therefore be metaphysical."
People like the one pictured
here can tell us the cure. They
and the Vedic literatures they
study recommend chanting
the Hare Kr~t:la mantra and
living simply-for freedom,
peace, and wisdom.
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FREE INCENSE . . .
If we receive your order before March 15, 1977,
we'll send you a FREE package of first-class Indian
incense. Choose from sandalwood, jasmine,
or rose.
No Risk . . •
You may cancel your subscription at any timewe'll fully refund the price of all your unmailed
copies. So fill out the order form on the inside
back cover. Do it NOW and mail it today.
You'll never be out of touch.
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Sri isopani$ad
An ideal introduction to the Vedic
~nowledge. Eighteen verses. Each a
perfect meditation.
$1.95 (405)
Bhagavad-gita As It Is
A timeless guide to spiritual perfec-

Beyond Birth
and Death
Reu1carnation
and llbeml\on ot
the eternal
mner self
$ .95(407) "---~--;;;:·

tion. The largest selling, most widely
used edition of the Gila in the Western
world. New condensed version.
Hardbound: $5.95 {301)
Softbound: $2.95 (3021
Kr$~a. the Supreme
Personality of Godhead
The Kf1>(18 stories of the Vedas 1n a
readable short-story format. w1th accompanying illustrations.
Hardbound: $7.95 per volume (307.
308, 309)
$19.95 per 3-vol. set (31 0)
Softbound: $1.95 per vol. (311, 312,
313)
$4.95 per 3-vol. set (314)

The Nectar of Devotion
(The complete science ol bhaktiyoga)
A s\ep-by-s\ep '9Uidebook on how \o
becom~ Kr~~a conscious.
Hardbound: $7.95 (305)
Softbound: $3.95 (306)

-..

Easy Journey
to Other
Planets
Mystic yoga,
astral lr<Jvel. and
d ivrne love in
the material and
spintual 11" ' " " ' ' ' • " "
$1.25 (402}

The Perfection
of Yoga
Body and mind
control that frees
you from illusions
and false
Identities.
$.95 (406)

$rimad-Bhagavatam
The postgraduate science of spiritual reali~:at1on.
The book that begrns where the Gila leaves oil.
Hardbound: $7.95 per volume. 24 volumes available.
Canto 1, rn3parts(211, 212, 213)
Canto 2. 1n 2 parts (221. 222)
Canto 3. rn 4 parts (231, 232, 2_33, 234)
Canto 4,1n 4 parts (241 , 242, 243, 244)
Canto 5, 1n 2 parts (251, 2521
Canto 6. 1n 3 parts {261, 262, 263)
Canto 7. in 3 parts {271, 272, 273)
Canto 8. 1n 3 parts (281 , 282, 283)

Gopal Coloring Book
.A pastime for children.
$1 .95 (502)

«

$ri Caitanya-caritamrta

Teachings of Lord Caitanya
The essential teach1ngs of
Lord K(~Qa's most merciful
Incarnation.
Hardbound: $6.95 (303)
Softbound: $4.95 (304)

. ·'
,
The life and precepts of Kr~rya's most mer~if~ incarnation.
described in detail. 17 hardboul'ld volu.mes. $7.95 each.
.
Adi ·llla. in 3 parts ( 111, 112. 113)
Madtwa-Hta. in 9 parts (121, 1 Z2, 123, 124. 125, 126.
127,128, 129)
Antya·lil3,in5parts(131,132,133,134,135)

Prah)ad Picture
and Storybook
A tn;nscendentat story
torchildren.$1.95 (501)

41-1& THE BHAKTIVEDANTA BOOK TRUST

U

3764 Watseka Ave. Los Angeles. California 90034
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Send me lnfocmatlon on your membership program.
Please send me a tree book catalog.
Send me the next twelve Issues of BACK TO
GODHEAD and a FREE package of Indian incense:
(check one) o sandalwood o rose o jasmine
My check or money order lor $7 is Included. ($8 outside U.S.A.)
0 Please send the bOOks I've circled below. My check or
total payment is enclosed.
money order for$
\\\
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Name ----------- ------------ -- -- -------- -- --Address --------- - - - -- -- - - -- - -ZIP-- - State
City

11 yOUI onle1 \~under $4.9 5. p\eat.e add $.50 len )X>Sia\)e. $4.95 \o $9.95 aoo SJO
postage, and over $9.95 add 6% of total order.

